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Paraules clau: canvi climàtic, augment del nivell del mar, escalfament global, costa catalana, 

mètode de convolució, retrossés de la línia de costa.  

 

 

Un dels efectes més esperats del canvi climàtic és l'increment del nivell del mar. L'augment del 

nivell del mar no només inunda les regions costaneres de baixa altitud, si no que també 

contribueix a la redistribució transversal del sediment a les platges de sorra. Aquesta distribució 

consisteix bàsicament en un retrocés de la línia de riba. Si la platja s’arribés a perdre, les 

estructures fixes que es troben en el extradós de la platja serien exposades a l'impacte directe de 

les ones del mar, amb el seu conseqüent deteriorament o destrucció, tret que s'implementin en 

el pròxims anys mesures de prevenció. 

 

 

A més, les resultants inundacions degudes a l'augment del nivell del mar causarien seriosos 

problemes a les zones de baixa altitud, ja que està estimat que almenys 100 milions de persones 

viuen a un metre del nivell mig del mar, amb la qual cosa suposa un risc incipient en les pròximes 

dècades. Les regions costaneres no només tenen major densitat de població sinó que a més 

suporten moltes de les activitats econòmiques bàsiques al nostre país, inclòs el turisme. 

 

Per tant, la franja costanera és una àrea de vital importància, ja que en ella conflueixen sistemes 

naturals, socials i econòmics. Aquesta zona requereix, per tant, de la bona gestió i la planificació 

per assegurar un bon estat tant present com futur. 

 

Per tal de crear els millors plans de prevenció i mitigació, hi ha d'haver coneixement dels 

impactes del canvi climàtic i l'estimació dels danys i perjudicis que aquest pugui ocasionar. En 

aquesta tesi, el principal objectiu ha estat avaluar els impactes que l'augment del nivell del mar 

provocarà en les platges de sorra al llarg del litoral català. Per a això, es va a ajustar al canvi 

climàtic un mètode per analitzar la resposta del perfil de platja a tempestes severes; per tal 

d’aconseguir un mètode analític senzill per estimar la resposta del perfil de la platja, d'obtenir 

una estimació d'aquests efectes, determinar les zones més sensibles del litoral català i estimar 

els possibles danys que el canvi climàtic pugui ocasionar a finals de segle. 
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Uno de los efectos esperados del cambio climático es el incremento del nivel del mar. El 

aumento del nivel del mar no solo inunda las regiones costeras de baja altitud, también 

contribuye a la redistribución transversal de sedimento en las playas arenosas. Esta distribución 

consiste básicamente en un retroceso de la línea de orilla. Si la playa llegara a perderse, las 

estructuras fijas que se encuentran en el trasdós de la playa serían expuestas al impacto directo 

de las olas del mar, con su consecuente deterioro o destrucción, a no ser que se implementen 

medidas de prevención. 

 

Además, las resultantes inundaciones debidas al aumento del nivel del mar causarían serios 

problemas en las zonas de baja altitud, como es estimado que al menos 100 millones de 

personas viven a un metro del nivel medio del mar, con lo cual supone un riesgo aumentado en 

las próximas décadas. Las regiones costeras no solamente tienen mayor densidad de población 

sino que además soportan muchas de las actividades económicas, incluido el turismo. 

 

Por lo tanto, la franja costera es un área de vital importancia, ya que en ella confluyen sistemas 

naturales, sociales y económicos. Esta zona requiere, por lo tanto, de la buena gestión y la 

planificación para asegurar un buen estado tanto presente como futuro. 

 

Con el fin de crear los mejores planes de prevención y mitigación, tiene que haber conocimiento 

de los impactos del cambio climático y la estimación de los daños y perjuicios que éste pueda 

ocasionar. En esta tesis, el principal objetivo ha sido evaluar los impactos que el aumento del 

nivel del mar provocará en las playas de arena a lo largo del litoral catalán. Para ello, se va a 

ajustar al cambio climático un método para analizar la respuesta del perfil de playa a tormentas 

severas; con el fin de obtener un método analítico sencillo para calcular la respuesta del perfil de 

la playa, una estimación de estos efectos, determinar las zonas más sensibles del litoral catalán y 

estimar los posibles daños que el cambio climático pueda ocasionar a finales de siglo. 
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One of the most certain consequences of Global Warming is an increase of global sea level. Sea 

level rise not only inundates low-lying coastal regions, but also contributes to a redistribution of 

sediment along sandy coasts. This sediment redistribution, basically consists in a coastline 

retreat. As the beach is lost, fixed structures nearby are increasingly exposed to the direct impact 

of storm waves, and will ultimately be damaged or destroyed unless expensive protective 

measures are taken. 

 

Furthermore, the resulting inundation from rising seas will heavily affect low-lying areas; as it is 

estimated that at least 100 million persons live within one meter of mean sea level and are at 

increased risk in the coming decades. Coastal regions not only have higher population density 

but also support many economic activities, including tourism. 

 

Thus, the coastal strip is an area of vital importance, since it brings together natural, social and 

economic systems. This area requires, therefore, good management and planning to ensure its 

present and future condition. 

 

In order to create the best prevention and mitigation plans, there has to be knowledge of the 

impacts of Climate Change and estimate the damages that it will imply. In this dissertation, the 

main objective has been to assess the impacts that sea level rise will induce in sandy beaches 

along the Catalan coast. To do so, a method to analyse beach-profile response to severe storms 

is going to be adjusted to Climate Change in order to obtain a simple analytic method to calculate 

beach-profile response, an estimation of these effects, determinate the most susceptible areas 

of the Catalan coast and an approximation of the expected damages. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 MOTIVATION 
Warming of the climate system is unequivocal. Since 1950 there have been changes in the 

climate system that are unprecedented, both in comparison with observational historical 

records, dating from the mid-nineteenth century, as if compared with paleoclimatic records 

covering the last millennia. 

One of the most certain consequences of Global Warming is an increase of global sea level. 

Recent estimates by the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC, 2014) are that global 

mean sea level will continue to rise during the 21st Century (see Figure 1.1) due to increase in 

ocean warming and loss of mass from glaciers and ice sheets. By the end of the century, global 

mean sea level rise will be in a 90% confidence interval between 26 and 82 cm (Church et al. 

2013).  

 

Figure 1.1 Projections of global mean sea level rise during the 21st century for RCP2.6 and RCP 8.5 scenarios. The 
shaded band corresponds to the likely range. For all scenarios, the assessed likely ranges for the mean over 2081-

2100 are given as coloured vertical 

 

Sea level rise not only inundates low-lying coastal regions, but also contributes to a 

redistribution of sediment along sandy coasts. This sediment redistribution, basically consists in 

a coastline retreat. Coastal erosion is a global problem as at least 70% of sandy beaches along 

the world are recessional (Bird 1985). As the beach is lost, fixed structures nearby are 

increasingly exposed to the direct impact of storm waves, and will ultimately be damaged or 

destroyed unless expensive protective measures are taken. 

Furthermore, the resulting inundation from rising seas will heavily affect low-lying areas; as it is 

estimated that at least 100 million persons live within one meter of mean sea level (Small and 

Nicholls 2003) and are at increased risk in the coming decades. Coastal regions not only have 
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higher population density but also support many economic activities, including tourism. In this 

regard, Spain and particularly Catalonia, is a traditional tourist destination in Europe based on 

its sun and sand tourism model (Aguiló, Alegre, and Sard 2005). It has long been speculated that 

the subjacent rate of long-term sandy beach erosion is two orders of magnitude greater than 

the rate of rise of sea level, so that any significant increase of sea level has terrible consequences 

for coastal inhabitants. 

Thus, the coastal strip is an area of vital importance, since it brings together natural, social and 

economic systems. This area requires, therefore, good management and planning to ensure its 

present and future condition. 

 

1.2 OBJECTIVE 
The main objective has been to assess the impacts that sea level rise will induce in sandy beaches 

along the Catalan coast. To do so, a method to analyse beach-profile response to severe storms 

is going to be adjusted to Climate Change in order to obtain an estimation of these effects, 

determinate the most susceptible areas of the Catalan coast and an approximation of the 

damages that Climate Change will imply. 

 

1.3 STRUCTURE 
This document is organised in six chapters and three annexes: 

 The first chapter, Introduction, explains the motivation that leads to perform this 

dissertation, the proposed objectives and the structure of which.  

 Chapter two, Material and Methods, refers to the description of the main conflicts that 

Climate Change will induce in the coast and a geographical location of the study area. 

There is also a presentation of the materials used and the methods employed.   

 Chapter three, Results, the most important outcomes are collected regarding the 

methods described in the previous section. 

 Chapter four, Discussion, analyses the results obtained for each beach and time scale, 

evaluating the processes occurring in each case. 

 In chapter five, Conclusions, it is summarised and organised the principal conclusions 

obtained during the study through each method employed.  

Next, there are collected all References to both documents and authors that have been quoted 

during this Thesis and which have served as foundation to carry out this study. 

Finally, there are attached all RStudio and Matlab scripts developed in this dissertation in Annex 

I, II and III, as the detailed results obtained for beach retreat and eroded volume according to 

the storm-by-storm analysis, in Annex IV. 
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2 MATERIAL AND METHODS 

On this chapter of the thesis, it will be analysed which are the conflicts expected to appear in 

the future.  These expectations respond to the Climate Change phenomenon, which is expected 

to produce some impacts on the coast and should be considered because of the social, natural 

and economic consequences that can lead from them. In addition, it will be described the study 

area, and the materials and methods applied in this dissertation. 

From the results of this analysis, it will be able to take conclusions about what will be the coast’s 

situation in the near future and what will be the needs, actions and measures to take in order 

to “keep alive” the coast.  

To analyse the impacts that Climate Change will have on coastal areas, this study has been 

conducted on large scale, selecting areas of the Catalan coast in order to obtain which ones of 

those are more susceptible to Climate Change impacts, and where there should be implemented 

measures against this phenomena.  

2.1 CLIMATE CHANGE PROBLEMS 
Global Warming cannot be denied and since 1950, many of the changes observed have been 

unprecedented. The atmosphere and the oceans have warmed up (as indicated in fig 2.1), levels 

of snow and ice have decreased, sea level has risen and greenhouse effect has increased (IPCC, 

2014). 

These are roughly the main components that define Climate Change to date. However, it can be 

anticipate that in a future these effects will become even more serious, leading to extreme 

situations. For example, current greenhouse effect emissions point to an increase on the global 

temperature of 2ºC by the end of the century. If we add the accelerated sea level rise and a 

change in the patterns of storm surges, this can lead to unacceptable impacts for residents of 

coastal areas (RISES-AM, 2013). 

 

Figure 2.1 Change in the average surface temperature between 1901 and 2012. Source: Assessment Report 5 (AR5), 
IPCC (2014) 
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In conclusion, it is important to contextualize the effects of Climate Change and the 

consequences that will entailed in the future, as these will have a great impact on the 

development and morphology of the coast. 

2.1.1 Changes Observed 

The phenomena described above, characteristic of the Climate Change, have provoked an 

impact in society forcing them to take actions to combat climate change.  It should be noted that 

these impacts are not equal in all region, they vary according the degree of adaptation and 

economic and social ways of the country. 

Changes observed since the last century are such that they do not even have precedents. For 

example, the earth surface has been warmer in each one of the last three decades, and it has 

been warmer than any other decade since 1850 (IPCC, 2014). 

Recent studies by the Intergovernmental Panel for Climate Change (IPCC) are collected in the 

Assessment Report 5 (AR5), published in 2013. Some of the most significant facts about climate 

change experimented in the last year are the following: 

 

 Between 1885 and 2012 global temperature increased 0,85ºC. 

 Sea level increased 0,19 metres between 1901 and 2010 (Fig. 2.2). 

 Growth rate of the sea level has been accelerated in the last centuries. 

 The average global sea level have risen 1.7 mm/year between 1901-2010 and 3.2 

mm/year between 1993 and 2010. 

 Precipitation has increased on the mid-latitude land area of the northern hemisphere 

since 1950.  

 Glaciers and ice sheets (Greenland and Antarctica) are losing mass 

 Concentrations of CO2 (carbon dioxide), CH4 (methane) and N2O (nitrous oxide) have 

increased since 1750, exceeding pre-industrial levels by 40%, 150% and 20% 

respectively. 

 Concentrations of CO2, CH4 and N20 have increased in the last century at an 

unprecedented rate in the last 22.000 years. 

 

Figure 2.2  Global mean sea level change between 1901 and 2010 Source: AR5 Synthesis Report (IPCC, 2014) 
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2.1.2 Climate Change Causes 

The main cause of Global Warming since 1950 has been human activity, reflected on the 

emission of the main greenhouse effect gases, carbon dioxide (CO2) methane (CH4) and nitrous 

oxide (N2O), causing an increased concentration on the Earth’s atmosphere. Because of the 

accumulation of these gases, solar radiation is retained and consequently the temperature of 

the surface of the planet increases. 

Throughout this century, continued emissions of the greenhouse gases (GHG) will cause yet 

more Global Warming and new changes in all of the components of the climate system. To 

contain these changes it will be necessary to substantially reduce emissions (IPCC, 2014). 

As an explanatory summary, Climate Change is the result of instability in the Earth energy 

balance, which is caused by natural processes and agents. Radioactive forcing (RF) quantifies 

variations in these flows of energy. Therefore, according to values of RF, positive and negative 

values indicate heating or cooling respectively. The increase of the concentration of the main 

greenhouse gasses, induced by human activities, carries an increased FR and therefore global 

warming. Finally, it is important to emphasize that the concentration of carbon dioxide (CO2) is 

the factor that most contributes to the RF (Fundación Biodiversidad et al. 2013). 

The increased temperature of the Earth surface, due to the accumulation of gases, is a 

phenomenon affecting every continent, as seen in the graphics framed in red (Fig 2.3). 

 

Figure 2.3 Observed changes of the air temperature on the continents surface between 1910 and 2010. Source: AR5 
Synthesis Report (IPCC, 2014) 

 

2.1.3 Future Impacts 

As indicated above, expectations indicate that levels of greenhouse gases in case of maintained 

or increase, will increase even more Climate Change effects, leading to consequences that can 
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be very negative for many locations on the planet. For example, the risk of coastal flooding and 

erosion rates will increase, which will jeopardize the integrity of many coastal towns. 

According to recent studies reflected on Assessment Report 5 (AR5) from IPCC, during the next 

century, sea level will increase faster than in the last 40 years. In this way, sea level has increased 

0,19 metres between 1901 and 2010, but it’s expected a growth between 26 and 82 cm by the 

end of the 21st century.  Regarding temperature it’s expected to increase between 1,5 and 4,5ºC 

by the year 2100 (IPCC, 2014). 

 

2.1.3.1 Emission Scenarios: RCP 

On the Fifth Assessment Report (AR5), experts of the Intergovernmental Panel of Climate 

Change (IPCC) defined different emission scenarios in order to predict the effects of Climate 

Change at medium and long term. Each scenario represents a different level of emission of 

greenhouse gases by society, and they also include the effects of potential policies or 

international agreements to mitigate effects of Climate Change. 

These scenarios are called “Representative Concentration Pathways (RCP)”, they are identified 

by their radioactive forcing (RF) expected for 2100 (IPCC, 2014). The four scenarios 

contemplated are: RCP2.6, RCP4.5, RCP6.0 and RCP8.5. The first one represents the lower 

emission level, with a tendency to decrease in 2100. On the other hand, scenario RCP8.5 

represents the most unfavourable situation, with a highest level of emissions and with a 

tendency to increase by the end of the century. RCP4.5 and RCP6.0 refer to intermediary levels 

of emissions, the first one with a stable tendency in 2100 and the second one with a tendency 

to increase.  

In general, it could be said that by the end of the 21st century, the increase of the global 

temperature of the Earth surface in relation to 1850 is likely to exceed 1,5ºC in all scenarios 

(Fundación Biodiversidad et al. 2013). 

On the other hand, sea level will also continue to increase during the 21st century, due to the 

oceans warming and the loss of the glaciers and ice caps (IPCC, 2014). Figure 2.4 shows the sea 

level increase from 1700 to 2100 for the most unfavourable scenario and the least one (RCP8.5 

and RCP2.6 respectively) 
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Figure 2.4 Increased of the past and future sea level. Source: Technical Summary (IPCC, 2013) 

 

In reference to the previous graphic, the past data is shown in purple. The future data, the IPCC 

projections for the higher levels of emissions (scenario RCP8.5) is shown in red and the lower 

levels (scenario RCP2.6) is shown in blue. 

Finally, it is important to emphasize that, in the analysis conducted in this thesis to evaluate the 

effects that the increased of the sea level will have on the beaches of the Catalan coast 

throughout this century, it has been considered the worst scenario possible (RCP8.5). It has been 

taken into account the most adverse consequences, although they are unlikely to occur, they 

should not be obviated. In the future, this will allow considering new alternatives to control the 

effects of Climate Change and ensuring the integrity of the coastal population. 

2.1.3.2 Regional Future Projections: Mediterranean 

In addition to conduct a comprehensive study worldwide, IPCC also established on the 

Assessment Report 5 (AR5) of 2013 an analysis on the future impacts that will generate the 

Climate Change during the 21st century at a more regional level. Being the case of study of this 

thesis the beaches of the Catalan coast, it is of special interest the analysis of the Mediterranean 

area. According to IPCC, until 2100 in this region will take place the following phenomena: 

 It will appear an increase on the temperature, higher than the global average 

temperature. More pronounced in the summer months than in the winter. 

 There will be a reduction on the annual precipitations on the Iberian Peninsula, 
although this will be more noticeable on the south. These reductions can be between 
12% on winter and 24% on summer. 
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 An increase on the precipitations of storm origin. These phenomena will have a direct 
impact on the strength of the waves crashing on the coast and consequently its possible 
erosion. 

2.1.4 Consequences on climate change on coastal areas 

Future impacts of Climate Change may include different sectors and systems: alimentation, 

industry and society, coast, population health, among others. In this thesis it has been analysed 

the impacts that Global Warming will have on villages located on the coast. 

The main consequences of Climate Change on coastal areas are increase on the sea level, coastal 

erosion and flooding (IPCC, 2013). 

2.1.4.1 Sea Level Rise 

The future importance and projection of the sea level rise depends on the components that 

contribute to the rise. The components are described below (IPCC, 2013). 

 Thermal expansion and absorption of heat from the ocean: when the atmosphere is 

heated by the accumulation of greenhouse gases, the seawater surface of the oceans 

is also heated, which leads to increase its volume. 

 Glaciers: the increase in global temperature of the planet also causes acceleration in 

the rate of thaw in the warmer months. Therefore, the fusion of mountain glaciers does 

cause sea level rise.  The contribution to sea level rise by the melting of glaciers is 

expected to be between 0,08 and 0,39 metres by the end of the century (IPCC, 2013). 

 Greenland’s ice sheet: according to IPCC, the loss of ice masses will also contribute to 

the rise of the sea. A prolong warmth above a certain temperature, could almost melt 

Greenland’s complete ice sheet. This melt, would occur in a period of more than a 

thousand years and it would entail an increase of 7 metres on the sea level (Fundación 

Biodiversidad et al. 2013). Actually, the contribution of this melting is minimal, but the 

surface has started melting, which is an alarming sign. 

 Antarctica’s ice sheet: due to the loss of Antarctic’s ice by the melt of the surface is about 

1% of the total mass gain snowfall, most of the ice loss is realized through the solid 

discharge on the ocean (IPCC, 2013). Today, the oriental part of Antarctica is stable, but 

Antarctica’s occidental ice sheets have been weakened by a warmer ocean. Figure 2.5 

shows the anticipation of changes in the mass balance in the Antarctica for the end of 

the century, according to studies by the IPCC. 
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Figure 2.5 Synthesis of the projected changes on the surface of the Antarctic in 2100. Source: Chapter 13 Sea Level 
Change, AR5 (Church et al. 2013) 

 

 Water storage in soil: groundwater depletion resulting from the extraction from human 

activities (for agriculture and other uses) also affects the increase of the sea level. It is 

estimated that the contribution of these activities to the increase of the sea level it’s 

between 20 to 90 mm (IPCC, 2013). 

 
In figure 2.6, it can be observed the contribution of different components explained in the 

increase of the sea level by 2100, considering the scenario RCP8.5, of moderate effects and an 

increase tendency of greenhouse gasses by the end of the century. 
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Figure 2.6 Individual contributions to the increase of the mean sea level rise for the scenario RCP8.5 Source: Chapter 
13 Sea Level Change, AR5 (Church et al. 2013) 

 

2.1.4.2 Beach Erosion 

Beaches erosion will come mostly from the increase in the frequency and intensity of rough 

weather. This increased storm number is one of the effects of Climate Change, since the increase 

of gases in the atmosphere causes very significant energy imbalances (like changes in the 

dynamics of ocean currents) that make extreme storm events are given more frequently and 

with greater intensity (IPCC, 2014). 

It is important to remark that coastal erosion is not only given by Climate Change. Another 

phenomenon with a direct impact on the loss of beaches is human action. Tourism activities, 

exploitation, and especially urbanization that takes place in coastal areas, cause a continue 

degradation. This human pressure has been growing in recent years and is expected to be even 

more in the coming years, unless the laws that regulate the use of the coastline are changed. 

2.1.4.3 Flooding 

This would be the consequence of both phenomena described above. The sea level rise, along 

with the gradual erosion of the beaches, would not only cause the flooding of these but also of 

the coastal urban areas, which are at low levels. It should be noted that the areas of maximum 

affection would be located in the large deltas because of its shallow depth.  

These floods not only entail serious physical consequences due to the disappearance of the 

beaches. It will also involve social and economic problems and conflicts, since the beaches are 

currently one of the main engines of economic production by exploitation activities taking place 

in them and their tourist attraction. 
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2.2 STUDY AREA 
The Catalan coast is located in the north-western Mediterranean Sea, in northeast Spain. The 

Catalan coast goes from the French border to the south of the Ebro delta (Fig. 2.7). Along its 

approximately 700 km long coastline, it presents a large geo-diversity of coastal types, of which 

approximately 270 km are sandy beaches (Cads 2005). Its configuration depends on its 

geological and tectonic background. The northern coast corresponds to the eastern Pyrenees, 

consisting of metamorphic and granite rocks, which form the characteristic rocky coast of Costa 

Brava, in the most northern part, and includes alluvial coastal plains. South from the Costa Brava 

starts the Maresme coast, which is a 40 km-long continuous beach developed over granite rocks, 

interrupted only by a series of harbours and groins. Next, the Barcelona city area is characterized 

by artificial beaches and a big harbour that extends along more than 15 km. Its southern part, 

developed over the delta plain of the Llobregat River, generates a sandy coastline over 18 km 

long. Further south, the Garraf coast is characterized by low calcareous cliffs. The next coastal 

unit to the south is Costa Daurada with open beaches, some of them bounded by groins and 

harbours. The southernmost segment is the Ebro delta with a sandy delta plain of approximately 

320 km2. Natural pocket beaches are especially abundant along the rocky coasts of Costa Brava 

and Garraf, whereas artificial pocket beaches are most frequent in the urbanized region of 

Barcelona and along Costa Daurada (Bowman et al. 2009). 

 

 

Figure 2.7 Location map. Source: Bowman et al., 2009 
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The Catalan coast is an area of high socio-economic importance, where about 63% of the Catalan 

population lives in the coastal region (IDESCAT, 2015). Its economy is based on typical coastal 

activities such as agriculture, fisheries, industrial and logistic activities, commerce and 

residential development, with tourism the predominant economic activity (Sardá, Avila, and 

Mora 2005). In 2003, 14,4 millions of foreigner tourists went to Catalonia, and 93% of which had 

as destination coastal areas. Furthermore, the Catalan littoral was the destination for 86% of 

tourism travels of the country. This density is especially noticeable at beaches, which while 

representing the 0.1% of Catalonia’s surface, may be crowded with more than a million and a 

half people over certain summer days (Cads 2005).  

There have been selected 8 beaches along the 700km coastline, that represent the approximate 

behaviour of the entire Catalan coast (Fig. 2.8). The selection criteria has been: 

1) High evolution coastline rates 

2) Beach width more or less suitable, or large, to date 2010 (around 20m) 

3) Exposed to storms’ action  

4) Exempt of other structures’ influence (harbours, dikes…) 

5) With infrastructure presence in the rear (services) 

 

Province City Beach 
Evolution 
rate (m/a) Width (m) UTM coordinates 

Girona Sant Pere Pescador P. de Sant Pere Pescador -3,51 88,35 509323,4669420 

Girona Torroella de Montgrí P. de la Pletera -5,1225 62,88 516151,4653097 

Girona Lloret de Mar P. de Lloret de Mar -0,48 24 488227,4616694 

Barcelona Caldes d'Estrac P. de les Tres Micos -5,1 67 460475,4601990 

Barcelona Barcelona P. de Bogatell -2,4 32 433777,4583049 

Tarragona Calafell P. de Calafell -2,54 54 380535,4560913 

Tarragona Altafulla P. de Altafulla -5,84 32 364122,4555350 

Tarragona Deltebre P. Riumar -2,03 126 317297,4511169 

Table 2.1 List of selected beaches, ordered from North to South 

 

In the following image, it can be seen the selected beaches and their location; within the 

different sections of the Catalan coast according to the Llibre Verd de L’Estat de la Zona Costera 

a Catalunya, 2010, from which it has also been obtained the names of the beaches. 
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Figure 2.8 Selected beaches locations. Source: Llibre Verd de L’Estat de la Zona Costera a Catalunya, 2010. Own 
elaboration. 

 

2.3 DATA SOURCES 

2.3.1  Llibre Verd de l’Estat de la Zona Costera a Catalunya, 2010 

This document is the characterisation of the state and evolution of the coastal zone that serves 

as a baseline for planning and coastal management and identification of conflicts along the 

Catalan coast.  

This document has been used to locate our study area and to obtain the names of each beach 

(in order to use a standard criteria), the principal characteristics of each beach such as its width, 

sediment diameter, berm, slope, length and orientation; and morphodynamic characteristics 

such as its evolution rate.  

2.3.2 Historical Wave data 

The data used for the characterisation of storms belong to the dataset SIMAR, provided by 

Puertos del Estado. This dataset is a time series of wave and wind parameters that come from 

numerical modelling. 

The SIMAR series come from the concatenation of two simulated datasets: SIMAR-44 and 

WANA. If offers information from the year 1958 to the present.  

The subset SIMAR-44, that contributes data from 1958 to 1999, obtains wave data from the 

numerical method WAM. Meanwhile the series WANA, that contributes data from 2000 to the 
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present, obtains wave data from the numerical methods WAM and WaveWatch, powered by 

the wind fields of the HIRLAM model.  

The available wave parameters are:  

 Significant wave height (Hm0) 

 Peak period (Tp) 

 Mean period (moments 0 and 2) (Tm0) 

 Mean wave direction (DirM) 

 Height and direction of sea wind  

 Height, mean period and direction of swell  

In order to obtain the extreme weather analysis, it has only been used the significant wave 

height, the peak period and the mean wave direction. 

There has been used data series from eight SIMAR points located near our selected beaches, 

which are: SIMAR 2123146, SIMAR 2123145, SIMAR 2122142, SIMAR 2116138, SIMAR 2111136, 

SIMAR 2103134, SIMAR 2101133 and SIMAR 2094129.  

2.3.3 IPCC’s Fifth Assessment Report (AR5) 

The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) is the international body for assessing 

the science related to climate change. The IPCC was set up in 1988 to provide policymakers with 

regular assessments of the scientific basis of climate change, its impacts and future risks, and 

options for adaptation and mitigation. 

The Fifth Assessment Report is the most comprehensive assessment of scientific knowledge on 

climate change since 2007. It was released in four parts between September 2013 and 

November 2014. 

Some of the new features in AR5 are the new set of scenarios, the Representative Concentration 

Pathways (RCP). These scenarios specify concentrations and corresponding emissions, but are 

not directly based on socio-economic storylines like the SRES scenarios from AR4. There are four 

selected scenarios at the AR5 identified by its radioactive forcing, from lowest to highest they 

are: RCP2.6, RCP 4.5, RCP6 and RCP8.5. 

From the AR5, it has been taken all future data estimations such as the global sea level rise at 

2100. 

2.3.4 RCP8.5 Wave Data 

The data used for the characterisation of future storms belong to the dataset projection from 

the RCP 8.5, provided by LIM/UPC. This dataset is a time series of wave parameters that come 

from numerical modelling.  

This series go from the year 2050 to the year 2100 and provides the following wave parameters: 

 Significant wave height (Hm0) 

 Mean wave period (Tm0) 

 Mean wave direction (DirM) 

 Peak period (Tp) 

In order to obtain the extreme weather analysis, it has only been used the significant wave 

height, the peak period and the mean wave direction. It has been used this dataset of eight AR5 

points closer to our study area, which are the point number 2, 4, 6, 8, 15, 17, 20 and 22. 
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2.3.5 RCP8.5 Mean Water Level 

The mean water level future estimations have been used in order to make a year-by-year 

analysis of beach response to Climate Change. This series give a minimum, mean and maximum 

water level in the Mediterranean Sea, for each year from 2005 to 2098, according to the RCP8.5 

scenario.  This series have been provided by LIM/UPC.    

2.4 METHODS 
The coastal retreat due to Climate Change is going to be studied for three different time scales: 

medium term, sporadic and long-term analysis.  

 At medium term, beach erosion is going to be analysed using the evolution rates 

according to the Llibre Verd de L’Estat de la Zona Costera a Catalunya, 2010. It is going 

to be estimated to 10-20 years prevision.  

 Sporadic beach response to Climate Change is going to be analysed using the 

convolution method developed by Kriebel and Dean, 1993, explained in detail below.  

 At long term, beach retreat is going to be estimated by the Bruun Rule developed by 

Bruun, 1962.  

It is going to be adapted to Climate Change the beach-profile response to severe storms method 

(convolution method) in order to obtain a simple analytical solution to estimate beach erosion 

due to Climate Change. This will be compared to the results obtained at medium and long-term, 

in order to verify the confidence and reliability of this technique.  

 

2.4.1 Extreme Wave Analysis 

All data has been analysed in order to obtain the current and future hydrodynamic conditions 

at the selected beaches. To do this, is has been employed the extreme wave analysis. This 

analysis consists in the characterisation of extreme events or storms, in the study area based on 

statistical analysis. The target of the extreme wave analysis is to determinate the maximum 

actions that the coastline will support, given a certain return period of the severe event. In this 

dissertation it will be considered the following return periods: Tr = 1, 5, 20, 25, 50 and 100.  

Due to the extension of the dataset obtained for each beach, the peak value method has been 

chosen to fulfil this analysis because it demands a larger dataset than total sample methods. The 

peak value method can be realised according to the maximum annual value or the Peak Over 

Threshold method (POT).  The main difference between using one of these two methods is that, 

in order to use the POT method it has to be defined a minimum value, or threshold, from which 

the subset of storm data will be produced. As it is known that the minimum storm wave height 

at the Catalan sea is 2m according to ROM 03.91 , the POT method has been used (Fig. 2.9). In 

addition, it has been considered that, an event will be considered a storm if it lasts minimum six 

hours, as it is usually considered in the Catalan coast.  
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Figure 2.9 Peak over threshold method. Source: Own elaboration 

Once our data subset has been defined, a probability distribution of non-exceedance has to be 

adjusted to the selected data (Fig.2.10). In this dissertation it has been chosen the Weibull 

distribution function as it provides the best fit (Liu and Burcharth 1999) . The probability 

distribution function has been adjusted by graphical method, adjusting the functions by 

minimum square method. In order to do so, a probability of non-exceedance has to be assigned, 

thus it has been used the Petrauskas approximation.  

 

Figure 2.10 Weibul's probability distribution function of significant wave height at Sant Pere Pescador’s Beach. 
Source: Own elaboration 

Then, it can be obtained the target probabilities from the lineal relation between probability and 

return period; and the significant wave height corresponding to each probability.  

Then, in order to obtain the peak period associated to each significant wave height; a lineal 

regression between wave heights and peak periods of our data has to be done in order to obtain 

its lineal relation (Fig.2.11). 
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Figure 2.11 Lineal relation between peak period (Tp) and significant wave height (Hs) at Sant Pere Pescador's Beach. 
Source: Own elaboration 

Finally, it will be analysed the density distribution for each direction in order to obtain the 

directional factors and the maximum energy wave direction. Then, the wave height will be 

propagated to breaking conditions by refraction and shoaling factors, obtaining the wave height 

at breaking conditions. 

This analysis has been carried out using RStudio program. The script developed for the extreme 

wave analysis may be consulted at Annex I.      

 

2.4.2 The Bruun Rule 

The classic geometric solution for beach response for erosion due to long-term sea-level rise is 

that of Bruun (Bruun 1954). In this method, the existing beach profile is assumed to be in 

statistical equilibrium with respect to the prevailing mean water level and wave climate. This 

profile is then shifted upward by an amount equal to the water-level rise and landward by an 

amount R∞ until a volume balance is achieved between the volume of sand eroded from the 

upper portion of the beach and the volume of sand deposited offshore in deeper water. See 

Eq.(1) and Fig (2.12). 

Bruun (Bruun 1962) proposed the following equation for the equilibrium shoreline retreat, R, of 

sandy coasts that will occur as result of sea level rise, S: 

𝑅 = 𝑆𝐿/(ℎ𝑑 + 𝐵)        (1) 

Where:  

L is the cross-shore width of the active profile (i.e. cross-shore distance from closure depth to 

furthest landward point of sediment transport). 

hd is the closure depth (maximum depth of sediment transport). 

B is the elevation of the beach or dune crest (maximum height of sediment transport). 
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Figure 2.12 Characteristics of the Bruun Rule (1962). Source: (CSIRO website) 

  

R is typically of the order 50-100 times the magnitude of S.  

The closure depth or breaking depth, hd, is linearly related to the breaking wave height following 

McCowan’s criteria as: 

ℎ𝑑 =  𝐻𝑏/0.78          (2) 

In addition, the cross-shore width of the active profile, L, can be obtained applying Dean’s (Dean 

1977) equilibrium profile given by: 

 𝑥 = (
ℎ

𝐴
)3 2⁄          (3) 

Where A is a parameter that governs the overall steepness of the profile. The A parameter varies 

primarily with sediment grain size or fall velocity, and may be related to the sediment fall 

velocity, ω, in the form (Dean 1987): 

 𝐴 = 2.25 (
𝜔2

𝑔
)1 3⁄          (4) 

The Bruun rule has several limitations. Firstly, the rule does not account for long shore 

interactions, and secondly, the rule assumes the wave climate is steady and hence the 

equilibrium profile remains the same - simply translated landwards and upwards with the rise 

in mean sea level. In order to consider this limitations when applying the Brun rule, wave climate 

from future estimations has been used, obtained from the extreme wave analysis of future 

estimated data. 

This analysis has been carried out using Matlab program. The script developed for the Bruun 

rule may be consulted at Annex II.      
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2.4.3 Convolution Method  

This method has been used in order to obtain a simple analytical solution for approximating the 

beach profile sporadic response to Climate Change. This profile has been approximated to a 

time-dependent beach-profile response to severe storms, calculated using the Convolution 

Method developed by Kriebel and Dean, 1993. The information to carry out this method has 

been obtained from the paper Convolution Method for Time-Dependent Beach-Profile Response 

(Kriebel and Dean 1993). 

Kriebel and Dean’s storm erosion convolution model is a simple method for analysing beach 

erosion or accretion due to variable wave and water-level conditions. Particularly, in this 

dissertation the aim is to approximate beach erosion due to variable wave and water-level 

produced by Climate Change. This method allows the determination of the maximum potential 

retreat (Rinf) that would occur if the beach were allowed to respond completely to a new 

equilibrium, the maximum retreat (Rmax), the potential eroded volume (Vinf) and the eroded 

volume (Vmax) for four types of idealized beach profiles (Fig. 2.13):  

a) square berm profile  

b) linear foreshore slope profile   

c) dune with no backshore profile  

d) dune with wide backshore profile 

 

Figure 2.13 Schematic beach profiles according to Kriebel and Dean’s convolution Method. Source: Kriebel and 
Dean,1993 

 

According to Kriebel and Dean, to find the relation between the potential and real response, 

R_inf and Rmax, it has been taken into account the beach response to idealized storm surge, so 
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that the method can be applied to any storm. This idealized yet fairly realistic storm surge is 

estimated with the function: 

 𝑓(𝑡) =  𝑠𝑖𝑛2(𝜎𝜏), for 0 < 𝑡 < 𝑇𝐷      (5) 

Where 𝜎 =  𝜋/𝑇𝐷, and where 𝑇𝐷 = the total storm-surge duration defined as the time (in hours) 

from the beginning to the end of the water-level rise. 

For simplicity, the breaking wave height was been considered to remain constant over the 

duration of the storm; and as shown by Kriebel (Kriebel 1986), such an assumption gives erosion 

estimates that are about 10% larger than would be achieved by use of a time-varying wave 

height. 

This time dependent forcing can now be introduced in the convolution integral (6) and after 

solving, remains a function of just one parameter, β = the ratio of the erosion time scale to the 

storm duration (7). 

𝑅(𝑡) =  
𝑅𝑖𝑛𝑓

𝑇𝑠
∫ 𝑓(𝜏)𝑒−(𝑡−𝜏)/𝑇𝑠𝑡

0
       (6) 

 𝛽 = 2𝜋
𝑇𝑠

𝑇𝐷
         (7) 

Where Ts is the exponential time scale, which governs the rate of beach response.  

Depending on the value of this parameter β, the beach profile will have a more or less immediate 

response to the wave impact (Fig. 2.14). Considering that, if the profile responded instantly to 

the water-level change, the response would follow the 𝑠𝑖𝑛2(𝜎𝜏)  curve and would give a 

dimensionless recession of unity at time 𝑇𝐷/2. Whereas for higher β values, the response would 

be slower having maximum recession at 𝑇𝐷. 

 

Figure 2.14 Examples of profile response to idealized storm-surge according to β parameter. At left: short-duration 
hurricane. At right: long-duration northeaster. Source: Kriebel and Dean 1993 

 

As the beach-response process is modelled as a linear system, the solution for storm-induced 

beach erosion can also be expressed in terms of an amplitude and a phase lag of maximum 

erosion response. Therefore, the time of maximum response, 𝑡𝑚 , is found by solving the 

following equation: 

 exp (−
2𝜎𝑡𝑚

𝛽
) = cos(2𝜎𝑡𝑚) − 

1

𝛽
sin (2𝜎𝑡𝑚)     (8) 
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This may be solved iteratively for the phase, 𝜎𝑡𝑚 , which is between π/2 and π. Finally, the 

magnitude of the peak response, Rmax, may then be found by:  

 
𝑅𝑚𝑎𝑥

𝑅_𝑖𝑛𝑓
=  

1

2
 [1 − cos(2𝜎𝑡𝑚)]       (9) 

Where R_inf can be obtained by applying the Bruun rule with small modifications to each 

idealized equilibrium profile. In this dissertation it has been adopted the linear foreshore slope 

profile in order to simplify and because the Llibre Verd de L’Estat de la Zona Costera a Catalunya 

provides the information about berm height (B) and the linear beach-face slope (m).  

Finally, it has been adapted this method in order to obtain beach-profile response to Climate 

Change instead of severe storms. To achieve this, there has been adapted the following 

modifications: 

Instead of considering S = storm-surge, it has been considered mean sea level, according to the 

projections estimated by the IPCC.  

𝑇𝐷 = the total storm-surge duration, has been considered equal to the amount of time in hours, 

from the present year to the year in which we want to make the estimation.    
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3 RESULTS 

3.1 EXTREME WAVE ANALYSIS RESULTS 
Listed below it can be seen all the results obtained from the extreme wave analysis in each 

selected beach, from the present data from the SIMAR points and the estimated future data 

from the RCP8.5 points.  

It has been obtained the significant wave height according to each return period, the peak period 

corresponding to each wave height, the maximum energy wave direction, the incident wave 

angle for maximum energy, the directional coefficient and the wave height at breaking 

conditions.  

The wave characteristics obtained for each area, have been propagated to each beach in order 

to obtain the wave height at breaking conditions. This has been calculated only for the direction 

that carries the worst effect for the beach at breaking conditions, which normally is the 

perpendicular direction to the beach. Nevertheless, in areas where the directional coefficient 

was low for this direction (less than 0,6), it has been selected the next direction with a greater 

directional coefficient. This criterion has been followed in order to obtain the worst-case 

scenario. In the wave propagation results, it has been indicated the selected direction with its 

incident wave angle and directional coefficient.  

With these results, it is achieved the hydrodynamic conditions for each return period of study, 

and for each selected area of the Catalan coast. Consequently, with this data it can be assessed 

a study for each storm, as it is known that the return period is an estimate of likelihood of an 

event (in this case, a storm) to occur.  

The comparison between present and future events is also obtained for these results as it can 

be seen the changes produced by the Climate Change RCP8.5 scenario in the present wave 

conditions.  It can be seen that there is an increment of storm wave height only at three beaches: 

Sant Pere Pescador, Lloret de Mar and Calafell; being Calafell the beach with most difference 

between present and future conditions.   

 

 

Figure 3.1 Storm wave height for future data (RCP8.5) and present data (SIMAR) at Calafell 
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3.1.1 Sant Pere Pescador’s Beach  

The Sant Pere Pescador’s beach is located at Girona’s Providence, in Sant Pere Pescador. It has 

an approximated orientation of 175 North. In the following tables, the extreme wave analysis 

results obtained for present and future data are collected for this area: 

 

SIMAR_2123146 Tr (y) =  1 Tr (y) =  50 Tr (y) =  75 Tr (y) = 100 Tr (y) = 150 Tr (y) = 200 

Hs (m) 3,65634 7,166664 7,581574 7,880805 8,309152 8,617623 

Tp (s) 8,260215 11,385513 11,69519 11,91306 12,21753 12,43174 

Table 3.1 Hydrodynamic conditions obtained from present data at Sant Pere Pescador 

22. Roses Tr (y) =  1 Tr (y) =  50 Tr (y) =  75 Tr (y) = 100 Tr (y) = 150 Tr (y) = 200 

Hs (m) 4,114174 8,064436 8,528221 8,862487 9,340712 9,68492 

Tp (s) 9,582564 13,24799 13,60934 13,8635 14,21862 14,46841 

Table 3.2 Hydrodynamic conditions obtained from future data at Sant Pere Pescador 

 

Wave propagation results for present and future data: 

 

Dir α₀ Kd  Tr (y) 75 100 150 200 

E 0⁰ 0,8253113  Hb (m) 6,67783 6,939433 7,313792 7,583297 

Table 3.3 Breaking conditions obtained from present data at Sant Pere Pescador 

Dir α₀ Kd  Tr (y) 75 100 150 200 

E 0⁰ 1  Hb (m) 9,09229 9,44652 9,953184 10,31777 

Table 3.4 Breaking conditions obtained from future data at Sant Pere Pescador 

 

Directional factors for present and future data: 

         

Figure 3.2 Directional factors for present (left) and future (right) data at Sant Pere Pescador 
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3.1.2 La Pletera Beach 

La Pletera’s beach is located at Girona’s Providence, in Torroella de Montgrí. It has an 

approximated orientation of 3 North. In the following tables, the extreme wave analysis results 

obtained from present and future data are collected for this area: 

 

 

SIMAR_2123145 Tr (y) =  1 Tr (y) =  50 Tr (y) =  75 Tr (y) = 100 Tr (y) = 150 Tr (y) = 200 

Hs (m) 4,455175 8,542169 9,018554 9,361659 9,852215 10,20509 

Tp (s) 8,499414 10,343073 10,51375 10,63282 10,79786 10,91307 

Table 3.5 Hydrodynamic conditions obtained from present data at La Pletera 

20. Pals Tr (y) =  1 Tr (y) =  50 Tr (y) =  75 Tr (y) = 100 Tr (y) = 150 Tr (y) = 200 

Hs (m) 4,075528 8,124679 8,601366 8,945021 9,436792 9,790827 

Tp (s) 9,788999 13,084848 13,40245 13,62513 13,93533 14,1529 

Table 3.6 Hydrodynamic conditions obtained from future data at La Pletera 

 

Wave propagation results for present and future data: 

 

Dir α₀ Kd  Tr (y) 75 100 150 200 

E 0⁰ 0,7489623  Hb (m) 6,900042 7,147288 7,500033 7,753258 

Table 3.7 Breaking conditions obtained from present data at La Pletera 

Dir α₀ Kd  Tr (y) 75 100 150 200 

E 0⁰ 1  Hb (m) 9,11429 9,469276 9,976714 10,34164 

Table 3.8 Breaking conditions obtained from future data at La Pletera 

 

Directional factors for present and future data: 

 

Figure 3.3 Directional factors for present (left) and future (right) data at La Pletera 
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3.1.3 Lloret de Mar 

Lloret de Mar’s beach is located at Girona’s Providence, in Lloret de Mar. It has an approximated 

orientation of 60 North. In the following tables, the extreme wave analysis results obtained 

from present and future data are collected for this area: 

 

SIMAR_2118140 Tr (y) =  1 Tr (y) =  50 Tr (y) =  75 Tr (y) = 100 Tr (y) = 150 Tr (y) = 200 

Hs (m) 2,87313 6,146205 6,548861 6,840245 7,258638 7,560777 

Tp (s) 9,454342 12,10688 12,35932 12,53554 12,77992 12,95054 

Table 3.9 Hydrodynamic conditions obtained from present data at Lloret de Mar 

17. Tordera 
Delta Tr (y) =  1 Tr (y) =  50 Tr (y) =  75 Tr (y) = 100 Tr (y) = 150 Tr (y) = 200 

Hs (m) 3,877011 8,046573 8,542712 8,900743 9,413547 9,783026 

Tp (s) 9,908069 12,886849 13,16743 13,36349 13,63569 13,82599 

Table 3.10 Hydrodynamic conditions obtained from future data at Lloret de Mar 

 

Wave propagation results for present and future data: 

 

Dir α₀ Kd  Tr (y) 75 100 150 200 

S 30⁰ 0,611668  Hb (m) 4,45207 4,638207 4,904711 5,096634 

Table 3.11 Breaking conditions obtained from present data at Lloret de Mar 

Dir α₀ Kd  Tr (y) 75 100 150 200 

SSW 52,5⁰ 1  Hb (m) 7,52854 7,83169 8,265172 8,577011 

Table 3.12 Breaking conditions obtained from future data at Lloret de Mar 

 

Directional factors for present and future data: 

 

Figure 3.4 Directional factors for present (left) and future (right) data at Lloret de Mar 
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3.1.4 Les Tres Micos beaches  

Les Tres Mico’s beach is located at Barcelona’s Providence, in the village of Caldes d’Estrac. It 

has an approximated orientation of 65 North. In the following tables, the extreme wave analysis 

results obtained from present and future data are collected for this area: 

 

SIMAR_2116138 Tr (y) =  1 Tr (y) =  50 Tr (y) =  75 Tr (y) = 100 Tr (y) = 150 Tr (y) = 200 

Hs (m) 3,359206 7,370512 7,854137 8,203542 8,70451 9,065803 

Tp (s) 9,544018 12,556967 12,83872 13,03532 13,30792 13,49823 

Table 3.13 Hydrodynamic conditions obtained from present data at Les Tres Micos 

15. Maresme 
zone Tr (y) =  1 Tr (y) =  50 Tr (y) =  75 Tr (y) = 100 Tr (y) = 150 Tr (y) = 200 

Hs (m) 3,375941 7,071695 7,517002 7,838706 8,299937 8,632557 

Tp (s) 9,774853 12,505387 12,84169 13,02474 13,27869 13,45608 

Table 3.14 Hydrodynamic conditions obtained from future data at Les Tres Micos 

 

Wave propagation results for present and future data: 

 

Dir α₀ Kd  Tr (y) 75 100 150 200 

SSE 42,5⁰ 0,7181003  Hb (m) 5,649829 5,889006 6,231163 6,477389 

Table 3.15 Breaking conditions obtained from present data at Les Tres Micos 

Dir α₀ Kd  Tr (y) 75 100 150 200 

SSE 25⁰ 0,7922535  Hb (m) 6,38206 6,640648 7,010495 7,276597 

Table 3.16 Breaking conditions obtained from future data at Les Tres Micos 

 

Directional factors for present and future data: 

 

Figure 3.5 Directional factors for present (left) and future (right) data at Les Tres Micos 
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3.1.5 Bogatell Beach 

Bogatell’s beach is located at Barcelona’s Providence, in the city of Barcelona. It has an 

approximated orientation of 35 North. In the following tables, the extreme wave analysis 

results obtained from present and future data are collected for this area: 

 

SIMAR_2111136 Tr (y) =  1 Tr (y) =  50 Tr (y) =  75 Tr (y) = 100 Tr (y) = 150 Tr (y) = 200 

Hs (m) 3,529891 8,174811 8,735403 9,140449 9,721239 10,140129 

Tp (s) 9,561292 12,44051 12,70186 12,88361 13,13481 13,30965 

Table 3.17 Hydrodynamic conditions obtained from present data at Bogatell 

8. Barcelona 
Zone Tr (y) =  1 Tr (y) =  50 Tr (y) =  75 Tr (y) = 100 Tr (y) = 150 Tr (y) = 200 

Hs (m) 3,501165 7,377122 7,843276 8,179986 8,662662 9,010703 

Tp (s) 9,8987 12,68101 12,9419 13,12397 13,37644 13,55272 

Table 3.18 Hydrodynamic conditions obtained from future data at Bogatell 

 

Wave propagation results for present and future data: 

 

Dir α₀ Kd  Tr (y) 75 100 150 200 

SE 35⁰ 0,7930377  Hb (m) 6,968913 7,273527 7,709155 8,022554 

Table 3.19 Breaking conditions obtained from present data at Bogatell 

Dir α₀ Kd  Tr (y) 75 100 150 200 

SE 35⁰ 0,8473916  Hb (m) 6,76695 7,042169 7,435785 7,718977 

Table 3.20 Breaking conditions obtained from future data at Bogatell 

 

Directional factors for present and future data: 

 

Figure 3.6 Directional factors for present (left) and future (right) data at Bogatell 
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3.1.6 Calafell Beach 

Calafell’s beach is located at Tarragona’s Providence, in Calafell. It has an approximated 

orientation of 83 North. In the following tables, the extreme wave analysis results obtained 

from present and future data are collected for this area: 

 

SIMAR_2103134 Tr (y) =  1 Tr (y) =  50 Tr (y) =  75 Tr (y) = 100 Tr (y) = 150 Tr (y) = 200 

Hs (m) 2,478397 4,614425 4,879559 5,071554 5,347402 5,546712 

Tp (s) 8,131732 11,320033 11,66166 11,90365 12,24395 12,48475 

Table 3.21 Hydrodynamic conditions obtained from present data at Calafell 

6. South 
Barcelona Tr (y) =  1 Tr (y) =  50 Tr (y) =  75 Tr (y) = 100 Tr (y) = 150 Tr (y) = 200 

Hs (m) 3,094592 6,277233 6,662823 6,941514 7,341242 7,629618 

Tp (s) 9,795146 12,579515 12,8476 13,03518 13,2959 13,47836 

Table 3.22Hydrodynamic conditions obtained from future data at Calafell 

 

Wave propagation results for present and future data: 

 

Dir α₀ Kd  Tr (y) 75 100 150 200 

S 0⁰ 0,7682326  Hb (m) 4,350859 4,523993 4,772871 4,952785 

Table 3.23 Breaking conditions obtained from present data at Calafell 

Dir α₀ Kd  Tr (y) 75 100 150 200 

S 0⁰ 1  Hb (m) 7,25425 7,543045 7,956381 8,25396 

Table 3.24 Breaking conditions obtained from future data at Calafell 

 

Directional factors for present and future data: 

 

Figure 3.7 Directional factors for present (left) and future (right) data at Calafell 
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3.1.7 Altafulla Beach 

Altafulla’s beach is located at Tarragona’s Providence, in Altafulla. It has an approximated 

orientation of 80 North. In the following tables, the extreme wave analysis results obtained 

from present and future data are collected for this area: 

SIMAR_2101133 Tr (y) =  1 Tr (y) =  50 Tr (y) =  75 Tr (y) = 100 Tr (y) = 150 Tr (y) = 200 

Hs (m) 2,929576 6,468161 6,901024 7,21413 7,663532 7,98795 

Tp (s) 9,036934 12,30804 12,62299 12,84336 13,14969 13,36407 

Table 3.25 Hydrodynamic conditions obtained from present data at Altafulla 

4. Cambrils Tr (y) =  1 Tr (y) =  50 Tr (y) =  75 Tr (y) = 100 Tr (y) = 150 Tr (y) = 200 

Hs (m) 2,535839 5,261336 5,603466 5,851421 6,207925 6,465677 

Tp (s) 9,751987 12,716125 13,0108 13,21728 13,5046 13,70586 

Table 3.26 Hydrodynamic conditions obtained from future data at Altafulla 

 

Wave propagation results for present and future data: 

 

Dir α₀ Kd  Tr (y) 75 100 150 200 

S 0⁰ 0,7204262  Hb (m) 5,649238 5,895791 6,249003 6,503519 

Table 3.27 Breaking conditions obtained from present data at Altafulla 

Dir α₀ Kd  Tr (y) 75 100 150 200 

S 0⁰ 1  Hb (m) 6,30391 6,569828 6,951301 7,226513 

Table 3.28 Breaking conditions obtained from future data at Altafulla 

 

Directional factors for present and future data: 

 

Figure 3.8 Directional factors for present (left) and future (right) data at Altafulla 
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3.1.8 Riumar Beach 

Riumar’s beach is located at Tarragona’s Providence, in Deltebre. It has an approximated 

orientation of 110 North. In the following tables, the extreme wave analysis results obtained 

from present and future data are collected for this area: 

SIMAR_2094129 Tr (y) =  1 Tr (y) =  50 Tr (y) =  75 Tr (y) = 100 Tr (y) = 150 Tr (y) = 200 

Hs (m) 2,495624 4,842047 5,134033 5,345513 5,649405 5,86901 

Tp (s) 7,440797 14,047096 14,85821 15,44449 16,28529 16,89172 

Table 3.29 Hydrodynamic conditions obtained from present data at Riumar 

2. Ebro Delta  Tr (y) =  1 Tr (y) =  50 Tr (y) =  75 Tr (y) = 100 Tr (y) = 150 Tr (y) = 200 

Hs (m) 2,173371 4,270654 4,550555 4,754159 5,047834 5,260766 

Tp (s) 9,919281 12,345725 12,60225 12,78222 13,03285 13,20847 

Table 3.30 Hydrodynamic conditions obtained from future data at Riumar 

 

Wave propagation results for present and future data: 

 

Dir α₀ Kd  Tr (y) 75 100 150 200 

N 0⁰ 0,8525946  Hb (m) 5,384209 5,64344 6,019132 6,292878 

Table 3.31 Breaking conditions obtained from present data at Riumar 

Dir α₀ Kd  Tr (y) 75 100 150 200 

N 0⁰ 0,9180892  Hb (m) 4,88842 5,09349 5,388394 5,601594 

Table 3.32 Breaking conditions obtained from future data at Riumar 

 

Directional factors for present and future data: 

 

Figure 3.9 Directional factors for present (left) and future (right) data at Riumar 
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3.2 MEDIUM AND LONG-TERM EROSION RESULTS 

3.2.1 Medium Term Erosion 

Beach erosion within 10-20 years due to evolution rates defined at the Llibre Verd de L’Estat de 

la Zona Costera a Catalunya, 2010, is estimated below to each selected beach. 

Beach 
Evolution Rate 

(m/y) 
Evolution at 10 

years (m) 
Evolution at 20 

years (m) 
Beach width 

(m) 

P. de Sant Pere Pescador -3,510 -35,10 -70,20 88,35 

P. de la Pletera -5,123 -51,23 -102,45 62,88 

P. de Lloret de Mar -0,48 -4,80 -9,60 24 

P. de les Tres Micos -5,1 -51,00 -102,00 67 

P. de Bogatell -2,4 -24,00 -48,00 32 

P. de Calafell -2,54 -25,40 -50,80 54 

P. de Altafulla -5,84 -58,40 -116,80 32 

P. Riumar -2,03 -20,30 -40,60 126 

Table 3.33 Medium term evolution within 10-20 years according to the evolution rates from Llibre Verd 

 

According to these evolution rates, one of the eight studied beaches would disappear in 10 

years, and four of them would disappear within 20 years. These are marked in red in the table 

above.  

These evolution rates were estimated from the comparison between different positions of the 

shoreline obtained from aerial photos. These aerial photos were taken in different years (from 

1957 to 2004) at different scales, varying from 1:33000 to 1:5000.  

3.2.2 Long Term Erosion 

Beach erosion at 2100 obtained after applying the Bruun rule to our selected beaches is shown 

below. It has been calculated imputing breaking wave heights obtained from future estimated 

data (RCP8.5) with a return period, Tr, equal to 100 years. It has been considered Sea Level Rise 

projections for 2100 from the four RCP Climate Change scenarios according to the IPCC’s Fifth 

Assessment Report (Church et al. 2013): 

RCP scenarios RCP2.6 RCP4.5 RCP6.4 RCP8.5 

Global mean sea 
level rise in 2100 

0,44m 0,53m 0,55m 0,74m 

Table 3.34 Global mean sea level rise projection to 2100 for each RCP scenario 

 

 Beach retreat (m) in 2100 

Beach RCP2.6 RCP4.5 RCP6.4 RCP8.5 

P. de Sant Pere Pescador 43,8764 52,8511 54,8455 73,7921 

P. de la Pletera 29,396 35,4088 36,745 49,4387 

P. de Lloret de Mar 7,5076 9,0432 9,3845 12,6264 
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P. de les Tres Micos 9,6038 11,5682 12,0047 16,1518 

P. de Bogatell 18,3324 22,0822 22,9154 30,8317 

P. de Calafell 45,2447 54,4993 56,5559 76,0934 

P. de Altafulla 29,8475 35,9527 37,3094 50,1981 

P. Riumar 43,7935 52,7513 54,7419 73,6527 

Table 3.35 Beach retreat at long-term analysis for each selected beach 

 

Comparing each estimated beach retreat to each mean beach width, it can be seen that beaches 

remain as follows: 

 Beach mean width at 2100 (m) 

Beach RCP2.6 RCP4.5 RCP6.4 RCP8.5 

P. de Sant Pere Pescador 44,4736 35,4989 33,5045 14,5579 

P. de la Pletera 33,484 27,4712 26,135 13,4413 

P. de Lloret de Mar 16,4924 14,9568 14,6155 11,3736 

P. de les Tres Micos 57,3962 55,4318 54,9953 50,8482 

P. de Bogatell 13,6676 9,9178 9,0846 1,1683 

P. de Calafell 8,7553 -0,4993 -2,5559 -22,0934 

P. de Altafulla 2,1525 -3,9527 -5,3094 -18,1981 

P. Riumar 82,2065 73,2487 71,2581 52,3473 

Table 3.36 Beach mean width estimations to 2100 

 It has been remarked in red all cases in which the beach erodes completely.  
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3.3 CONVOLUTION METHOD 
Here there are shown the results obtained after applying the convolution method. It has been 

applied for two different analysis: storm-by-storm and in a synthetic wave climate.  

In the first analysis, storm-by-storm, it has been estimated the beach response to a determinate 

storm. Therefore, it is obtained the maximum beach retreat and eroded volume after the beach 

undergoes a particular storm, in a certain year.  For this study, it will be inputted different storms 

according to their return period; and for each of these storms, it will be considered different 

mean water levels according to the year, or period, where the storm occurs. So, it will be 

estimated the beach response for different return periods, and different mean water levels.  

In the synthetic wave climate analysis, there will be created three different wave climates for 

three different energetic time series: high energy, moderate energy and low energy time series. 

Then, for each created wave climate it will be applied the convolution method for a test time 

window of 25 years.  This study displays how the resource will extinguish over the studied years, 

using the year-by-year RCP8.5 mean sea level rise provided by LIM-UPC. 

3.3.1 Storm-by-storm analysis 

In the following graphs there is represented the results obtained in this analysis. It has been 

estimated the maximum retreat and eroded volume that each beach would experience due to 

Climate Change’s Sea Level Rise. The global mean sea level rise from the IPCC’s Fifth 

Assessment Report, scenario RCP8.5 for the periods 2046-2065 and 2081-2100 has been used: 

  2046-2065 2081-2100 

Global Mean 
Sea Level Rise 
(m) 

Scenario Mean Likely range Mean Likely range 

RCP8.5 0.30 0.22-0.38 0.63 0.45-0.82 

Table 3.37 Global Mean Sea Level Rise for RCP8.5 scenario (IPCC, 2014) 

The convolution method has been applied for both periods of 19 years and there has been used 

the minimum, maximum and mean sea level rise for each period, as well as a high-end. In 

resume, it has been used the following:  

2046-2065 2081-2100 

S (minimum) 0.22m S (minimum) 0.45m 

S (maximum) 0.38m S (maximum) 0.82m 

S (mean) 0.30m S (mean) 0.63m 

S (high-end) 0.50m S (high-end) 1.0m 

Table 3.38 Sea level rise applied in the convolution method for each period 

The hydrodynamic conditions input for this method have been both from present (SIMAR points) 

as future (RCP8.5 points) data. Therefore, it can be compared the beach retreat due to sea level 

rise with present and future wave characteristics.  

Finally, in order to obtain a first approach of the most affected areas by Climate Change at the 

Catalan coast, there has been selected the beaches that eroded completely for any of the 

studied cases, by comparing the maximum retreat to the mean beach width. 

The detailed results obtained for this analysis may be consulted at Annex X. 
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3.3.1.1 Sant Pere Pescador 

In the following figure it can be seen the evolution of beach retreat according to mean water 

level and different wave conditions. It is noticed that beach retreat is more affected by the 

increase of mean water level than by the wave hydrodynamic conditions. 

 
Figure 3.10 Storm-by-storm beach retreat evolution at Sant Pere Pescador 

According to the following tables, San Pere Pescador Beach would be in risk of disappear for an 

increase of mean water level equal to 1m.  

Beach final width (m) Period 2046-2065 

Sant Pere Pescador SIMAR Tr = 75 Tr = 100 Tr = 150 Tr = 200 

Min S = 0,22m 72,6744994 72,2309486 71,6137539 71,1818376 

Max S = 0,38m 60,9537866 60,1885483 59,1238887 58,3789387 

Mean S = 0,30m 66,8367017 66,2322015 65,3911113 64,8025535 

High - End S = 0,50m 52,0436683 51,0377599 49,6384132 48,6593804 

Sant Pere Pescador RCP8.5 Tr = 75 Tr = 100 Tr = 150 Tr = 200 

Min S = 0,22m 68,9462198 68,465055 67,8053034 67,3513188 

Max S = 0,38m 54,5243502 53,695029 52,5580834 51,7758678 

Mean S = 0,30m 61,7566717 61,1012314 60,2025936 59,5842807 

High - End S = 0,50m 43,5948292 42,5054611 41,012185 39,9849445 

Table 3.39 Sant Pere Pesacador's final width during the period 2046-2065 

Beach final width (m) Period 2081-2100 

Sant Pere Pescador SIMAR Tr = 75 Tr = 100 Tr = 150 Tr = 200 

Min S = 0,45m 55,7096005 54,7916595 53,5107825 52,6114318 

Max S = 0,82m 27,6575326 25,9902367 23,6643491 22,0316536 

Mean S = 0,63m 42,1894254 40,9061866 39,1158219 37,8588946 

High - End S = 1,00m 13,6368338 11,6074057 8,77667272 6,78980083 

Sant Pere Pescador RCP8.5 Tr = 75 Tr = 100 Tr = 150 Tr = 200 

Min S = 0,45m 47,8967824 46,863155 45,4299786 44,4308597 

Max S = 0,82m 13,4770598 11,6024439 9,00366888 7,19229396 

Mean S = 0,63m 31,2714622 29,8275901 27,8257733 26,4303608 

High - End S = 1,00m -3,61819753 -5,89850835 -9,0594493 -11,2624888 

Table 3.40 Sant Pere Pesacador's final width during the period 2081-2100 
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3.3.1.2   La Pletera 
 

 

Figure 3.11 Storm-by-storm beach retreat evolution at La Pletera 

 

According to the following tables, La Pletera Beach would be in risk of disappear for an 

increase of mean water level equal to 1m.  

Beach final width (m) Period 2046-2065 

La Pletera SIMAR Tr = 75 Tr = 100 Tr = 150 Tr = 200 

Min S = 0,22m 51,8799897 51,5970991 51,2025364 50,9255539 

Max S = 0,38m 43,7380084 43,2499155 42,569221 42,0914218 

Mean S = 0,30m 47,8241523 47,4385973 46,9008731 46,5234103 

High - End S = 0,50m 37,5512208 36,9095826 36,0148245 35,3868126 

La Pletera RCP8.5 Tr = 75 Tr = 100 Tr = 150 Tr = 200 

Min S = 0,22m 49,5186119 49,1725518 48,69176 48,3557465 

Max S = 0,38m 39,6649298 39,0682053 38,2392196 37,6599028 

Mean S = 0,30m 44,6062776 44,1347721 43,47972 43,0219367 

High - End S = 0,50m 32,1979432 31,4138371 30,3245938 29,5634401 

Table 3.41 La Pletera final width during the period 2046-2065 

Beach final width (m) Period 2081-2100 

La Pletera SIMAR Tr = 75 Tr = 100 Tr = 150 Tr = 200 

Min S = 0,45m 40,1261286 39,5462847 38,7370623 38,1685743 

Max S = 0,82m 20,6858973 19,6326621 18,1630976 17,130909 

Mean S = 0,63m 30,7536291 29,9430246 28,8118787 28,0173128 

High - End S = 1,00m 10,9783205 9,69627715 7,90762526 6,6514187 

La Pletera RCP8.5 Tr = 75 Tr = 100 Tr = 150 Tr = 200 

Min S = 0,45m 35,2729004 34,5577424 33,5614369 32,8628995 

Max S = 0,82m 11,8752928 10,5776879 8,77015901 7,50297085 

Mean S = 0,63m 23,970858 22,9716445 21,5796935 20,6038067 

High - End S = 1,00m 0,25616177 -1,322625 -3,52174011 -5,06339957 

Table 3.42 La Pletera final width during the period 2081-2100 
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3.3.1.3 Lloret de Mar 
 

 

Figure 3.12 Storm-by-storm beach retreat evolution at Lloret de Mar 

 

According to the following tables, Lloret de Mar Beach would not disappear for any increase of 

mean water level from 0,22m to 1,0m.  

Beach final width (m) Period 2046-2065 

Lloret de Mar  SIMAR Tr = 75 Tr = 100 Tr = 150 Tr = 200 

Min S = 0,22m 22,7969814 22,7381348 22,6549931 22,5959265 

Max S = 0,38m 21,900957 21,7989314 21,6548325 21,5524919 

Mean S = 0,30m 22,3512325 22,2708361 22,1572666 22,0765958 

High - End S = 0,50m 21,2169043 21,0822882 20,8922072 20,7572414 

Lloret de Mar  RCP8.5 Tr = 75 Tr = 100 Tr = 150 Tr = 200 

Min S = 0,22m 21,9020107 21,8219132 21,7095511 21,6302358 

Max S = 0,38m 20,3516778 20,2132017 20,0189786 19,8818997 

Mean S = 0,30m 21,1294582 21,0201838 20,8669051 20,7587155 

High - End S = 0,50m 19,1750882 18,9927664 18,737079 18,5566409 

Table 3.43 Lloret de Mar final width during the period 2046-2065 

Beach final width (m) Period 2081-2100 

Lloret de Mar SIMAR Tr = 75 Tr = 100 Tr = 150 Tr = 200 

Min S = 0,45m 21,5031979 21,3821824 21,2112876 21,0899329 

Max S = 0,82m 19,3403574 19,1179956 18,8042293 18,5815818 

Mean S = 0,63m 20,4638985 20,2937804 20,0536361 19,8831666 

High - End S = 1,00m 18,2499299 17,9776965 17,5937065 17,3213254 

Lloret de Mar  RCP8.5 Tr = 75 Tr = 100 Tr = 150 Tr = 200 

Min S = 0,45m 19,6667843 19,5027364 19,2726635 19,1102934 

Max S = 0,82m 15,9780106 15,6785477 15,2587227 14,9625426 

Mean S = 0,63m 17,8868206 17,6569442 17,3346103 17,1071678 

High - End S = 1,00m 14,1406039 13,7751411 13,2628842 12,9015556 

Table 3.44 Lloret de Mar final width during the period 2081-2100 
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3.3.1.4 Les Tres Micos 
 

 

Figure 3.13 Storm-by-storm beach retreat evolution at Les Tres Micos 

According to the following tables, Les Tres Micos Beach would not disappear for any increase 

of mean water level and, most importantly, for an increase of 1m MWT it would remain a 

beach with a considerate high width. 

Beach final width (m) Period 2046-2065 

Les Tres Micos SIMAR Tr = 75 Tr = 100 Tr = 150 Tr = 200 

Min S = 0,22m 64,135498 64,0327185 63,8889087 63,7876469 

Max S = 0,38m 62,0085029 61,8308896 61,5824239 61,4075031 

Mean S = 0,30m 63,0766786 62,9364888 62,7403549 62,6022629 

High - End S = 0,50m 60,3884233 60,1546586 59,8276923 59,5975388 

Les Tres Micos RCP8.5 Tr = 75 Tr = 100 Tr = 150 Tr = 200 

Min S = 0,22m 63,8266358 63,7214871 63,5743692 63,470779 

Max S = 0,38m 61,4748498 61,2932312 61,0391629 60,860292 

Mean S = 0,30m 62,6554313 62,5120452 62,3114445 62,1702059 

High - End S = 0,50m 59,6861479 59,4471976 59,1129676 58,877686 

Table 3.45 Les Tres Micos final width during the period 2046-2065 

Beach final width (m) Period 2081-2100 

Les Tres Micos SIMAR Tr = 75 Tr = 100 Tr = 150 Tr = 200 

Min S = 0,45m 61,066069 60,8557006 60,5614394 60,3542947 

Max S = 0,82m 55,9606003 55,5771008 55,0409135 54,6636218 

Mean S = 0,63m 58,6087551 58,3141497 57,9021526 57,6121874 

High - End S = 1,00m 53,3987392 52,9311013 52,2774166 51,817535 

Les Tres Micos RCP8.5 Tr = 75 Tr = 100 Tr = 150 Tr = 200 

Min S = 0,45m 60,4340466 60,2189783 59,918137 59,7063491 

Max S = 0,82m 54,8088668 54,4172208 53,8695754 53,4841639 

Mean S = 0,63m 57,7238202 57,4227929 57,0017855 56,7054493 

High - End S = 1,00m 51,9945664 51,5172319 50,8498758 50,3802845 

Table 3.46 Les Tres Micos final width during the period 2081-2100 
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3.3.1.5 Bogatell 
 

 

Figure 3.14 Storm-by-storm beach retreat evolution at Bogatell 

 

According to the following tables, Bogatell’s Beach would be highly probable to disappear for 

an increase of mean water level equal to 1m.  

Beach final width (m) Period 2046-2065 

Bogatell SIMAR Tr = 75 Tr = 100 Tr = 150 Tr = 200 

Min S = 0,22m 25,7602904 25,5315255 25,2118449 24,9870197 

Max S = 0,38m 21,1456411 20,7503586 20,1980789 19,8097319 

Mean S = 0,30m 23,4611445 23,1491325 22,7131587 22,4065707 

High - End S = 0,50m 17,6413318 17,1211122 16,3943667 15,8833993 

Bogatell RCP8.5 Tr = 75 Tr = 100 Tr = 150 Tr = 200 

Min S = 0,22m 25,914455 25,7048687 25,4114505 25,2047348 

Max S = 0,38m 21,4120573 21,0498723 20,5429046 20,1857966 

Mean S = 0,30m 23,6714233 23,3855527 22,9853717 22,7034625 

High - End S = 0,50m 17,9919888 17,5152879 16,8481111 16,3782056 

Table 3.47 Bogatell beach final width during the period 2046-2065 

Beach final width (m) Period 2081-2100 

Bogatell SIMAR Tr = 75 Tr = 100 Tr = 150 Tr = 200 

Min S = 0,45m 19,1055834 18,6373178 17,9830779 17,5230335 

Max S = 0,82m 8,1092176 7,25559405 6,0634109 5,22538892 

Mean S = 0,63m 13,8017045 13,145964 12,2299671 11,5859718 

High - End S = 1,00m 2,62509357 1,58408581 0,1304634 -0,89116692 

Bogatell RCP8.5 Tr = 75 Tr = 100 Tr = 150 Tr = 200 

Min S = 0,45m 19,4211966 18,9921314 18,3915637 17,9685281 

Max S = 0,82m 8,68473477 7,90237351 6,8077106 6,03690331 

Mean S = 0,63m 14,2437411 13,6428206 12,8018626 12,2095982 

High - End S = 1,00m 3,32704438 2,37282833 1,0379496 0,09814607 

Table 3.48 Bogatell beach final width during the period 2081-2100 
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3.3.1.6 Calafell 
 

 

Figure 3.15 Storm-by-storm beach retreat evolution at Calafell 

According to the following tables, Calafell Beach would be highly probable to disappear for an 

increase of mean water level greater than 0,7m.  

Beach final width (m) Period 2046-2065 

Calafell SIMAR Tr = 75 Tr = 100 Tr = 150 Tr = 200 

Min S = 0,22m 40,296438 39,8792281 39,2937902 38,8806102 

Max S = 0,38m 30,0534938 29,3333922 28,3231601 27,6103239 

Mean S = 0,30m 35,2047288 34,6359959 33,8380294 33,2749137 

High - End S = 0,50m 22,2127267 21,2659405 19,9379092 19,0009681 

Calafell RCP8.5 Tr = 75 Tr = 100 Tr = 150 Tr = 200 

Min S = 0,22m 34,2312743 33,7224271 33,0212476 32,5360867 

Max S = 0,38m 19,5954676 18,718874 17,5111376 16,6756157 

Mean S = 0,30m 26,9409718 26,2479905 25,2931538 24,6325366 

High - End S = 0,50m 8,47232866 7,32135495 5,73576763 4,63897549 

Table 3.49 Calafell final width during the period 2046-2065 

Beach final width (m) Period 2081-2100 

Calafell SIMAR Tr = 75 Tr = 100 Tr = 150 Tr = 200 

Min S = 0,45m 25,481503 24,6258869 23,4246044 22,5761542 

Max S = 0,82m 0,581373 -0,97281662 -3,1539162 -4,6937822 

Mean S = 0,63m 13,5392251 12,3429357 10,6637305 9,47797097 

High - End S = 1,00m -12,0421105 -13,9332268 -16,5866568 -18,4596782 

Calafell RCP8.5 Tr = 75 Tr = 100 Tr = 150 Tr = 200 

Min S = 0,45m 12,9341308 11,8579664 10,3626304 9,31776647 

Max S = 0,82m -22,1693065 -24,1179356 -26,8251219 -28,7164674 

Mean S = 0,63m -3,9878244 -5,49002334 -7,57715627 -9,03541712 

High - End S = 1,00m -39,7045896 -42,0726889 -45,3624403 -47,6606556 

Table 3.50 Calafell final width during the period 2081-2100 
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3.3.1.7 Altafulla 
 

 

Figure 3.16 Storm-by-storm beach retreat evolution at Altafulla 

 

According to the following tables, Altafulla Beach would be highly probable to disappear for an 

increase of mean water level greater than 0,5m.  

Beach final width (m) Period 2046-2065 

Altafulla SIMAR Tr = 75 Tr = 100 Tr = 150 Tr = 200 

Min S = 0,22m 19,9613843 19,5713314 19,0272763 18,6454483 

Max S = 0,38m 11,0175399 10,3444337 9,40573333 8,74703915 

Mean S = 0,30m 15,5096386 14,977981 14,2364778 13,7161184 

High - End S = 0,50m 4,20252161 3,31758181 2,083618 1,21783227 

Altafulla RCP8.5 Tr = 75 Tr = 100 Tr = 150 Tr = 200 

Min S = 0,22m 18,944197 18,5473198 17,9932145 17,6040868 

Max S = 0,38m 9,2624058 8,5777696 7,62204049 6,95095254 

Mean S = 0,30m 14,1232537 13,5823928 12,8273166 12,2970887 

High - End S = 0,50m 1,89522222 0,99535682 -0,26069852 -1,1425878 

Table 3.51 Altafulla’s final width during the period 2046-2065 

Beach final width (m) Period 2081-2100 

Altafulla SIMAR Tr = 75 Tr = 100 Tr = 150 Tr = 200 

Min S = 0,45m 7,04204717 6,24263631 5,12692255 4,34326707 

Max S = 0,82m -14,4566241 -15,9088953 -17,9350821 -19,3578041 

Mean S = 0,63m -3,30256852 -4,42024412 -5,97987669 -7,0751635 

High - End S = 1,00m -25,2531902 -27,0208702 -29,4867432 -31,2179758 

Altafulla RCP8.5 Tr = 75 Tr = 100 Tr = 150 Tr = 200 

Min S = 0,45m 4,95646213 4,14176856 3,00302198 2,20218568 

Max S = 0,82m -18,2445805 -19,7235713 -21,7903027 -23,243422 

Mean S = 0,63m -6,21813417 -7,35677026 -8,94809766 -10,0670854 

High - End S = 1,00m -29,8633695 -31,6630315 -34,1775922 -35,945415 

Table 3.52 Altafulla’s final width during the period 2081-2100 
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3.3.1.8 Riumar 
 

 

Figure 3.17 Storm-by-storm beach retreat evolution at Riumar 

According to the following tables, Riumar Beach would not disappear for any increase of mean 

water level from 0,22m to 1m. Furthermore, for an increase of mean water level of 1m it 

would remain a considerable wide beach. 

Beach final width (m) Period 2046-2065 

Riumar SIMAR Tr = 75 Tr = 100 Tr = 150 Tr = 200 

Min S = 0,22m 106,911358 106,347452 105,565292 105,021325 

Max S = 0,38m 92,6709492 91,7022485 90,358778 89,4245724 

Mean S = 0,30m 99,8295745 99,0626679 97,999003 97,259314 

High - End S = 0,50m 81,7861743 80,5172064 78,757422 77,5338376 

Riumar RCP8.5 Tr = 75 Tr = 100 Tr = 150 Tr = 200 

Min S = 0,22m 108,046271 107,567701 106,902096 106,437134 

Max S = 0,38m 94,6207776 93,7985398 92,6550374 91,8563017 

Mean S = 0,30m 101,373144 100,722237 99,8169776 99,1846317 

High - End S = 0,50m 84,3405397 83,2633495 81,7653299 80,7190072 

Table 3.53 Riumar’s final width during the period 2046-2065 

Beach final width (m) Period 2081-2100 

Riumar SIMAR Tr = 75 Tr = 100 Tr = 150 Tr = 200 

Min S = 0,45m 86,2057724 85,0249898 83,3721708 82,2096404 

Max S = 0,82m 51,6105825 49,4890285 46,5188554 44,4294578 

Mean S = 0,63m 69,5962782 67,953887 65,6548004 64,03764 

High - End S = 1,00m 34,1251899 31,558394 27,9642819 25,4356043 

Riumar RCP8.5 Tr = 75 Tr = 100 Tr = 150 Tr = 200 

Min S = 0,45m 88,5619581 87,5712193 86,1864396 85,2133196 

Max S = 0,82m 55,8430345 54,0635214 51,5758491 49,8274282 

Mean S = 0,63m 72,873334 71,4954241 69,5693882 68,2158466 

High - End S = 1,00m 39,2446678 37,0924181 34,0831703 31,9678376 

Table 3.54 Riumar’s final width during the period 2081-2100 
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3.3.2 Synthetic Wave Climate Analysis 

For this assessment, it has been selected a test time window of 26 years, from 2025 to 2050. 

Then, three different synthetic wave climate have been created depending on their energy level. 

Each one of those has been generated as follows by considering five sub-periods of five years 

each:   

High energetic time series 

 Each sub-period has a return period storm fifteen years greater than the previous sub-

period (with the first sub-period having Tr = 15 years)  

 There are five storms of one-year return period in each sub-period.  

Moderate energetic time series 

 Each sub-period has a return period storm ten years greater than the previous sub-

period (with the first sub-period having Tr = 10 years) 

 There is two storms of one-year return period in each sub-period.  

Low energetic time series 

 Each sub-period has a return period storm five years greater than the previous sub-

period (with the first sub-period having Tr = 5 years) 

 There is one storm of one-year return period in each sub-period.  

Finally, the convolution method has been applied year by year, with the corresponding mean 

water level according to RCP8.5, for each year. The most and least affected beaches from our 

study area have been studied. The results can be seen below.  

3.3.2.1 Altafulla (Cambrils zone) 

As shown above, Altafulla is one of the most affected beaches by Climate Change at our study 

area. After the synthetic wave climate analysis there has been obtained the following results, 

and as it can be observed, the beach disappears for each time series. 

 
Figure 3.18 Figure 3.4 Synthetic wave climate analysis results at Altafulla with input data from RCP 8.5 
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The resource extinguishes completely for the following years: 

Time series High-Energy Moderate-Energy Low-Energy 

Beach extinction year 2033 2038 2042 

Table 3.55 Resource extinction at Altafulla for each energy time series 

 

3.3.2.2 Calafell (South Barcelona zone) 

As seen in results, another beach expected to be susceptible to Climate Change is situated in 

Calafell. There is concordance with the results due to the proximity to Altafulla, as both beaches 

belong to the Costa Daurada (Tarragona). After the synthetic wave climate analysis there has 

been obtained the following results, and as it can be observed, the beach disappears for each 

time series. 

 

 
Figure 3.19 Figure 3.4 Synthetic wave climate analysis results at Calafell with input data from RCP 8.5 

 

The resource extinguishes completely for the following years: 

Time series High-Energy Moderate-Energy Low-Energy 

Beach extinction year 2033 2036 2040 

Table 3.56 Resource extinction at Altafulla for each energy time series 

 

It can be seen that Calafell beach extinguishes around the same year than Altafulla, though the 

retreat is faster than Altafulla. For the same time window, the beach response at Calafell is 

worse than at Altafulla. 
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3.3.2.3 Les Tres Micos (Maresme zone) 

One of the least affected areas of our study area is the Maresme zone. After the synthetic wave 

climate analysis there have been obtained the following results: 

 
Figure 3.20 Synthetic wave climate analysis results at Les Tres Micos with input data from RCP 8.5 

As it is shown in the figure above, the resource reduces considerately, but, nevertheless it does 

not extinguish, not even for the worst case scenario (the high-energy series) in which the beach 

remains at 2050 with a width of 30m, that is a suitable beach width.   The remarkable results 

are: 

Time series High-Energy Moderate-Energy Low-Energy 

Remaining beach width (m) 30 43,56 50,45 

Table 3.57 Remaining beach width at Les Tres Micos for each energy time series 
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4 DISCUSSION 

In this chapter, all obtained results are going to be discussed in order to obtain the most 

affected areas of the Catalan coast and the principal risks and financial damages that will 

endure not to take measures against Climate Change. 

First, the results obtained for storm conditions from the extreme wave analysis are going to be 

analysed, as to know how Climate Change is going to affect wave’s hydrodynamic conditions. 

Secondly, it is going to be analysed all results obtained from the convolution method and what 

they imply.  

4.1 EXTREME WAVE ANALYSIS DISCUSSION 
There are several points that must be considered from the obtained results, the most important 

ones are: 

 Storm definition 

 Significant wave height 

 Peak period 

 Directional variations 

4.1.1 Storm definition 

According to ROM 02.91, and considering the climatological conditions of the Catalan coast; it 

is defined as storm any event that has a wave height higher or equal to 2m, and that lasts for 

more than six hours but less than four days. It has been obtained after processing the data that 

for all RCP8.5 there are several storms that do not follow this definition, lasting more than four 

days. This can be observed in the following plots obtained about storm’s significant wave height 

and duration.  

 

Figure 4.1 RCP8.5's point 22 storm duration plot 
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Figure 4.2 RCP8.5's point 20 storm duration plot 

 

 

Figure 4.3 RCP8.5's point 17 storm duration plot 
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Figure 4.4 RCP8.5's point 15 storm duration plot 

 

 

Figure 4.5 RCP8.5's point 8 storm duration plot 
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Figure 4.6 RCP8.5's point 6 storm duration plot 

 

 

Figure 4.7 RCP8.5's point 4 storm duration plot 
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Figure 4.8 RCP8.5's point 2 storm duration plot 

 

In the figures above, it can be seen a threshold on 96hours which is the equivalent to 4days, 

with several storms above this threshold. In addition, this fact becomes more often further 

north. It can be taken two conclusions: or the data estimations for wave behaviour from RCP8.5 

model are not enough accurate for storm conditions, or Climate Change will produce storms 

that last longer within the following years. If the second conclusion proves to be right, it should 

be carried a study over flood impacts along the Catalan coast.  

 

4.1.2 Significant Wave Height 

As it has been shown above, there was small variations in significant wave heights; and only in 

three cases the RCP8.5 scenario was higher. The variations for significant wave height are 

resumed in the table below, while comparing the future wave heights to the present ones:  

 ∆Significant wave height = Hfuture - Hpresent 

Beach Max Mean Min 

Sant Pere Pescador 1,067m 0,763m 0,458m 

La Pletera -0,414m -0,397m -0,380m 

Lloret de Mar 2,222m 1,613m 1,004m 

Les Tres Micos -0,433m -0,208m 0,017m 

Bogatell -1,129m -0,579m -0,029m 

Calafell 2,083m 1,350m 0,616m 

Altafulla -1,522m -0,958m -0,394m 

Riumar -0,608m -0,465m -0,322m 

Table 4.1 Significant wave heights comparison between present and future data 

4.1.3 Peak Period and Directional Factors 

As a general conclusion, it can be seen that perpendicular incident wave directions get more 

frequent at our future estimation data from RCP8.5, producing in most of the studied beaches 

worst wave breaking conditions. 
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4.2 CONVOLUTION METHOD DISCUSSION 
After applying both case analysis, storm-by-storm and synthetic wave climate, it can be seen 

that the results obtained using this method are within the expected boundaries and, therefore, 

are reasonable and trustworthy parameters in order to make a fist approximation of affected 

areas at the Catalan coast by Climate Change, as well as the financial value that this losses 

represent.  

Compared to the results obtained for medium and long-term erosion, in can be seen that 

convolution method results are more accurate, as it resolves the limitations of the Bruun Rule 

and it is not based on passed beach evolution as the evolution rates from Llibre Verd.  

As a first approach, it will be considered the storm-by-storm case study to determinate beach 

response to Climate Change and build a scale from most to least affected area. Consequently, 

the most susceptible area of the Catalan coast to Climate Change would be La Costa Daurada 

(Cambrils and South Barcelona) where there should be taken measures to prevent this 

damages. The following areas would also be affected but in a lower manner: Barcelona zone 

(Bogatell) and La Costa Brava (Sant Pere Pescador and La Pletera). Finally, Deltebre and the 

Maresme zone (Riumar, Les Tres Micos and Lloret de Mar) seem to be the least affected areas 

by Climate Change, so it will be assumed that it is not highly necessary to take prevention 

measures or investments in these areas.  

 

Figure 4.9 Susceptibility of the Catalan coast according to the results obtained. Source: own elaboration 

 

Then, it can be examined in detail both beaches with higher Climate Change impacts according 

to the synthetic wave climate case. This synthetic time-series present a confidence interval of 
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results, in order to be more precise it will be considered that the results obtained for all 

synthetic series must be within an interval between high and low energy, equal to 20m of 

beach retreat. If the range is higher, it will be constricted.  

4.2.1 Altafulla (Cambrils zone) 
 

 

 

Figure 4.10 Altafulla foreshore evolution according to synthetic wave climate case 

 

As presented in the figure above, there is approximately 22 years before the resource 

extinguishes completely. If there were no prevention measures imposed during this years, 

some of the results would be the affection of the seafront promenade, including the houses 

and business in this street and the extinction of the beach and the social and economic 

activities that this suppose.  

 

Figure 4.11 Altafulla Beach aerial photo. Source: Google Maps 
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In the case that no prevention measures are taken, such as the construction of a submerged 

detached breakwater, the economical quantification of replacing the sediment by beach 

nourishments would be approximately 1.770.000€ plus maintenance works.  While the 

construction of a submerged detached breakwater would cost approximately 400.000€. 

4.2.2 Calafell (South Barcelona) 
 

 

Figure 4.12  Calafell foreshore evolution according to synthetic wave climate case 

As presented in the figure above, there is approximately 23 years before the resource 

extinguishes completely. If there were no prevention measures imposed during this years, 

some of the results would be the affection of the seafront promenade, including the houses 

and business in this street and the extinction of the beach and the social and economic 

activities that this suppose.  

In the case that no prevention measures are taken, such as the construction of a submerged 

detached breakwater, the economical quantification of replacing the sediment by beach 

nourishments would be approximately 1.960.000€ plus maintenance works.  While the 

construction of a submerged detached breakwater would cost approximately 400.000€. 
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5 CONCLUSIONS 

In this Thesis it has been carried a detailed analysis of future conflicts affecting the Catalan coast 

due to Climate Change. To do so, it has been tested a model in order to estimate beach-profile 

retreat, based on the convolution method developed by Kriebel and Dean, adapting it to Climate 

Change’s Sea Level Rise, instead of severe storms. Case studies have been performed in eight 

different areas of the Catalan coast in order to obtain the most susceptible to Climate Change, 

and therefore be able to implement the indicated prevention measures in each case.  

From the work done in this thesis, it has been obtained the following conclusions: 

 The coast is a dynamic element, continually subjected to morphological changes due to 

different agents, such as human action or wave dynamics, among others. Thus, the 

shoreline in coastal areas is constantly evolving, and in present times, it is experimenting 

a retreat. 

 Regarding what it is stated in the previous point, it is imperative that the definition of 

coastal zone evolves in parallel as how it actually does. That is, the criteria governing the 

physical boundaries, the uses, and ecological and port values of coastal areas, should be 

constantly updated according to the situation at all times. This is the only way to ensure 

our environment, our culture and to preserve our natural, social and economic values.   

 Referring to the analysis of future impacts on the coastal area of Catalonia, it can be 

concluded that the expected consequences by the middle and the end of the 21st 

century will be physically, socially and economically drastic. 

 By the year 2065 it is estimated a minimum beach retreat of 40m at Sant Pere Pesacador, 

30m at La Pletera, 4m at Lloret de Mar, 7m at Les Tres Micos, 16m at Bogatell, 40m at 

Calafell, 30m at Altafulla and 45m at Riumar.  

 By the year 2100 it is estimated a minimum beach retreat of 90m at Sant Pere Pescador, 

60m at La Pletera, 8m at Lloret de Mar, 15m at Les Tres Micos, 30m at Bogatell, 85m at 

Calafell, 65m at Altafulla and 100m at Riumar. 

 At the year 2040, both Altafulla and Calafell beach will be completely eroded if there are 

no prevention measures implemented. 

 In the other hand, at the year 2050, Riumar, Les Tres Micos and Lloret de Mar beach will 

suffer beach retreat but will remain with a considerably adequate beach width.  

 The Costa Daurada will be the most susceptible area to Climate Change impacts, and 

therefore, the greatest investments should be destined to preserve this area.  

 The effects of Climate Change are not only reflected in beach erosion. The increase of 

mean water level could also cause floods, which is a very aggressive phenomenon. In 

our study area, floods would have a significant impact at the end of the century, where 

most beaches would be completely eroded. In areas where beaches will erode 

completely, as in the Costa Daurada, floods would cause serious damages because it will 

suppose that the sea will immediately reach urban areas.  

 It is very important when producing an analysis as included in this thesis, to take into 

account all the constraints that have been calculated and how they can affect the final 

result. Depending on the number and magnitude of these limitations, the projections 

obtained will resemble more or less to reality.  

 After all the impacts estimated to occur in coastal areas in the middle and the end of 

our century, it is evident that the physical consequences would be very adverse. 

According to the forecasts, many of the coastal areas that are currently in recession, 
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would eventually disappear, which would imply severe social and economic impacts in 

our country. On one hand, population would be negatively affected by the loss of one 

of the main residence and tourism areas. And in the other hand, private entities, 

especially the construction and tourism industries, would be also seriously affected, as 

the influx to areas would be much lower in the absence of their main element of use, 

the beaches 

 Finally, it is concluded that, if it is wanted to preserve the existence of coastal areas in 

the future, it is essential to implement prevention or mitigation measures against the 

effects of Climate Change and coastal dynamics.  
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9   ANNEX I 

ExtremeAnalysis.R 

by Paola Tornos Buganza 

May 2015 

library(R.matlab) 

## R.matlab v3.2.0 (2015-02-24) successfully loaded. See ?R.matlab for he
lp. 
##  
## Attaching package: 'R.matlab' 
##  
## The following objects are masked from 'package:base': 
##  
##     getOption, isOpen 

dataTemp <- readMat("C:/Users/Paola/Documents/MATLAB/SIMAR_2098132.mat") 
#Read the file .mat 
 
# DataTemp transformed into a matrix with the sample number in the first 
column  
data <- matrix(c(seq(length(dataTemp$Hm0)), dataTemp$AAMMDDHH, dataTemp$H
m0, dataTemp$Tp, dataTemp$Tm0, dataTemp$DirM), ncol=9) 
colnames(data) <- c("Sample", "AA", "MM", "DD", "HH", "Hm0", "Tp", "Tm0", 
"DirM") # We name each column 
 
# We seek storm peaks: 
getPeaks <- function (data){ 
  library(pracma) 
hStorm <- findpeaks(data[,"Hm0"], zero = "0", peakpat = NULL, 
          minpeakheight = 2.0, threshold = 0) 
 
return (hStorm) 
} 
 
hStorm <- getPeaks(data) 
durationmax <- 3*(max(hStorm[,4]-hStorm[,3])) 
durationhmax <- 3*(hStorm[which.max(hStorm[,1]),4]-hStorm[which.max(hStor
m[,1]),3]) 
 
# I there are storms longer than 4 days, plot the following  
for(i in 1:length(hStorm[,1])){ 
  A <- rep(96,length(hStorm))  # Values are taken every hour, so 4days=24
*4=96. Change if necessary 
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  if(hStorm[i,4]-hStorm[i,3]>A[i]){ 
    plot(hStorm[,1], hStorm[,4]-hStorm[,3], xlab="Hs(m)", ylab="Duration 
(h)", xlim=c(min(hStorm[,1]), max(hStorm[,1])), ylim=c(min(hStorm[,4]-hSt
orm[,3]), max(hStorm[,4]-hStorm[,3]))) 
    abline(h=96, col="red") 
  } 
} 
 
 
# We obtain the probability distribution function  
getWeibull <- function (hStorm){ 
   
  FHs <- (1-(c(1:length(hStorm[,1]))-0.3-0.18/0.75)/((length(hStorm[,1]))
+0.21+0.32/0.75))  #Petrauska's aproximation   
  HFS <- c((-log(1-FHs))^(1/0.75)) 
  weibull <- list() 
   
  Reg <- lm(HFS ~ hStorm[order(-hStorm[,1]),][,1]) 
   
  weibull$b <- 1/as.numeric(Reg$coefficients[2])      
  weibull$a <- -(as.numeric(Reg$coefficients[1]))*(1/as.numeric(Reg$coeff
icients[2]))  
   
  curve(1-exp(-((x-weibull$a)/weibull$b)^0.75), from=min(hStorm[,1]), to=
max(hStorm[,1]), ylab = "P(Hs)", xlab = "Hs (m)") 
  return (weibull) 
} 
 
weibull <- getWeibull(hStorm) 
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# We calculate Hs associated with each Tr 
getWaveHeighFromTr <- function(data, hStorm, weibull){ 
   
  # We calculate the years of data collection 
  ny <- as.numeric((as.Date(paste(data[length(data[,1]),2],"-",data[lengt
h(data[,1]),3], "-", data[length(data[,1]),4], sep="")) - as.Date(paste(d
ata[1,2],"-",data[1,3], "-", data[1,4], sep="")))/365.25) 
   
  ns <- length(hStorm[,1]) 
  tr <- c(1, 5, 20, 25, 50, 100) 
   
  p <- 1-1/(tr*ns/ny) 
  h<- weibull$b*(-log(1-p))^(1/0.75)+weibull$a 
   
  return(h) 
} 
 
 
h <- getWaveHeighFromTr (data,hStorm, weibull) 
 
 
#Adjusts to the formula Tp = A * (Hm0)^B 
getRegression <- function(hStorm, h){ 
   
  # Regression of the logarithms of the variables. log(Tp) = log(A) + B*l
og(Hm0). x=log(A) and y=log(Hm0) 
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  storm <- data[hStorm[,2],] 
  logReg <- lm(log(storm[,"Tp"]) ~ log(hStorm[,1])) 
   
  tp<- as.numeric(exp(logReg$coefficients[1]))*h^(as.numeric(logReg$coeff
icients[2])) 
   
  plot(hStorm[,1], storm[,"Tp"], xlab = "Hs (m)", ylab = "Tp (s)",  xlim=
c(min(hStorm[,1]), max(hStorm[,1])), ylim=c(min(storm[,"Tp"]), max(storm[
,"Tp"]))) 
  curve( as.numeric(exp(logReg$coefficients[1]))*x^(as.numeric(logReg$coe
fficients[2])) , from=min(hStorm[,1]), to=max(hStorm[,1]), col="red", add
=TRUE) 
   
  return(tp) 
   
} 
 
tp <- getRegression(hStorm, h) 

 

## Directional factor calculation 
# Returns a list in which each element is a direction between 0 and 15 
# Each element i is a matrix with data "Sample", "Hm0" y "DirM" of       
samples having DirM in quadrant i 

sortByQuadrant <- function(data) 
{ 
  # We create the list  
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  directions <- list(d0=NA,d1=NA,d2=NA,d3=NA,d4=NA,d5=NA,d6=NA,d7=NA,d8=N
A,d9=NA, 
                      d10=NA,d11=NA,d12=NA,d13=NA,d14=NA,d15=NA) 
  # Add each reading of data in the matrix of the corresponding direction 
  for(i in 1:length(data[,1])) 
  { 
    quadrant <- as.numeric(data[i,9]%/%22.5) #Integral division of DirM b
y 22.5. The first element is 1 not 0.  
    quadrant <- (quadrant %% 16) + 1 # DirM equal to 360 are quadrant 17. 
We use the rest of the integral division 16 
    if (is.null(dim(directions[[quadrant]]))) # If it is the first     el
ement that enters the quadrant  
    { 
      directions[[quadrant]] <- matrix(c(data[i, "Sample"], data[i, "Hm0"
], data[i, "DirM"]), ncol=3) 
      colnames(directions[[quadrant]]) <- c("Sample", "Hm0", "DirM") #  W
e name the columns of each matrix 
    } else 
    { 
      directions[[quadrant]] <- rbind(directions[[quadrant]], matrix(c(da
ta[i, "Sample"], data[i, "Hm0"], data[i, "DirM"]), ncol=3)) 
    } 
  } 
  return(directions) 
} 
 
directions <- sortByQuadrant (data) 
 
#We obtain the directional factors: 
getCoefDir <- function (directions) 
{ 
  coef <- matrix(ncol=16)  
  colnames(coef) <- c("N", "NNE", "NE", "ENE", "E", "ESE", "SE", "SSE", "
S","SSW", "SW", "WSW", "W", "WNW", "NW", "NNW") 
   
  hDir <- list(N=NA, NNE=NA,NE=NA, ENE=NA, E=NA, ESE=NA, SE=NA, SSE=NA, S
=NA, SSW=NA, SW=NA, WSW=NA, W=NA, WNW=NA, NW=NA, NNW=NA) 
  Pb <- list(N=NA, NNE=NA,NE=NA, ENE=NA, E=NA, ESE=NA, SE=NA, SSE=NA, S=N
A, SSW=NA, SW=NA, WSW=NA, W=NA, WNW=NA, NW=NA, NNW=NA) 
   
  for(j in 1:16){ 
    hDir[[j]]<- c(sort(directions[[j]][,"Hm0"], decreasing=TRUE)) 
      
  } 
  for(i in 1:16){ 
    Pb[[i]]<- c(1-c(1:length(hDir[[i]]))/length(hDir[[i]])) 
  } 
   
  R<-list(N=NA, NNE=NA,NE=NA, ENE=NA, E=NA, ESE=NA, SE=NA, SSE=NA, S=NA, 
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SSW=NA, SW=NA, WSW=NA, W=NA, WNW=NA, NW=NA, NNW=NA) 
   
  for(k in 1:16){ 
    R[[k]]<-lm (hDir[[k]] ~ Pb[[k]]) 
  } 
  for(l in 1:16){ 
    coef[,l]<-(0.5*(as.numeric(R[[l]]$coefficients[1])+0.9*as.numeric(R[[
l]]$coefficients[2])+as.numeric(R[[l]]$coefficients[1])+0.99*as.numeric(R
[[l]]$coefficients[2]))) 
  } 
  result<-coef/max(coef) 
   
  return(result) 
} 
 
result <- getCoefDir(directions) 

#Wave propagation for TR=100 
 
getHb<-function(result, tp, h){ 
  alfa0<-c(22.5*((which.max(result))-1)-90-45) #Change 45 for the  
  orientation of the selected beach (from the north)  
  cg0<-c(9.98*tp[6]/(4*pi)) 
  l0<-c(9.98*tp[6]^2/(2*pi))   
   
  getlb<- function(Hb,tp){ 
         
    f1<-function(lb,Hb, l0){ -lb+l0*tanh(2*pi*(Hb/0.78)/lb)} 
    lb<-c(as.numeric(uniroot(f1, c(-1,1000),tol=0.00001, Hb,l0, extendInt
="yes")$root)) 
     
    return(lb) 
  } 
 

H<-function(Hb,tp,l0,alfa0,h,cg0){ 
  L<-c(getlb(Hb,tp[6])) 
  alfab<-c(abs(asin(L*sin(alfa0*2*pi/360)/l0)*(360/(2*pi)))) 
  cgb<-c(abs((L/(2*tp))*(1+(4*pi*(Hb/.78)/(L*sinh(4*pi*(Hb/.78)/L)))))) 
  kr<-c(sqrt(abs(cos(alfa0*2*pi/360)/cos(alfab*2*pi/360)))) 
  ks<-c(sqrt(cg0/cgb)) 
   
  -Hb+h*kr*ks} 
Hb<-c(as.numeric(uniroot(H, c(0.78,100), tol=0.00001, tp[6],l0,alfa0,h[6]
,cg0, extendInt="yes")$root)) 
 
return(Hb) 
} 
 
Hb<-getHb(result, tp, h) 
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10   ANNEX II 

Matlab script developed for the Bruun rule. 

%Bruun Rule 
function [R]=bruun_rule(B,d50,Hb, g,S) 
 

%Inputs 

%B: berm height (m) 

%d50: sediment diameter (mm) 

%Hb: breaking wave height (m) 

%g=9.98 gravity (m/s) 

%S: sea level rise (m) 

 

d=Hb/0.78; 
 

%Coastal Retreat (m) 
 [xb]=equilibrium_profile(d50,g,d); 

 

%Equilibrium profile response 
function [xb]=equilibrium_profile(d50,g,d) 
%sediment fall velocity (m/s) 
w=fall_velocity(d50,g); 

 

%Fall velocity (m/s) 
function [w]=fall_velocity(d50,g) 
rhoH2O=1030; %(kg/m3) 
rhosed=2650; %(kg/m3) 
d50_m=d50/1000; 
s=rhosed/rhoH2O; 
nu_coef=[1.57 1.35 1.19 1.05 0.85]; 
nu=nu_coef(4)*0.000001; 
Dsed=((g*(s-1)/(nu*nu))^(1/3))*d50_m; 
D3=Dsed^3; 
if D3<=39 
w=nu*D3/(18*d50_m); 
elseif 39<D3&& D3<10000 
w=nu*((Dsed^2.1)/(6*d50_m)); 
elseif 10000<D3&& D3<3000000 
w=nu*1.05*(Dsed^1.5)/d50_m ; 
end 

 

A=2.25*((w^2/g)^(1/3)); 
xb=(d/A)^(3/2); 
end 

 

  
R=S*xb/(d+B); 

  
end 
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11 ANNEX III 

Matlab script developed for the Convolution Method. 

%Kriebel and Dean's convolution method for beach response  
function [Rmax, Vmax]=Convolution_method(B,d50,Hb,m,g) 

  
d=Hb/0.78; 
w=fall_velocity(d50,g); 

 

%Fall velocity (m/s) 
function [w]=fall_velocity(d50,g) 
rhoH2O=1030; %(kg/m3) 
rhosed=2650; %(kg/m3) 
d50_m=d50/1000; 
s=rhosed/rhoH2O; 
nu_coef=[1.57 1.35 1.19 1.05 0.85]; 
nu=nu_coef(4)*0.000001; 
Dsed=((g*(s-1)/(nu*nu))^(1/3))*d50_m; 
D3=Dsed^3; 
if D3<=39 
w=nu*D3/(18*d50_m); 
elseif 39<D3&& D3<10000 
w=nu*((Dsed^2.1)/(6*d50_m)); 
elseif 10000<D3&& D3<3000000 
w=nu*1.05*(Dsed^1.5)/d50_m ; 
end 
 

A=2.25*((w^2/g)^(1/3)); 
[xb]=equilibrium_sloping_profile(d50,g,d,m); 
 

%Equilibrium profile response for sloping beach 
function [xb]=equilibrium_sloping_profile(d50,g,d,m) 
%sediment fall velocity (m/s) 
w=fall_velocity(d50,g); 
A=2.25*((w^2/g)^(1/3)); 
x0=((4*A^3)/(9*m^2))/(3*m); 
xb=x0+(d/A)^(3/2); 
end 

 
%TIME SCALE OF PROFILE RESPONSE (hours) 
Ts=(320/3600*((Hb^(3/2))/((g^(1/2))*A^3)))*(1+d/B+m*xb/d); 
Td=100*365.25*24; %Time from the begining to the end of the water 

level rise (h).  

  
beta=2*pi*Ts/Td; 

  
%Time of maximum erosion tm 
f=@(tm) (exp(-2*tm/beta)-cos(2*tm)+(1/beta)*sin(2*tm)); 
Tm=fzero(f,[(pi/2),pi]); 

  
S=(sin(Tm))^2; 

  
[R_inf]=equilibrium_response(B,d50,Hb, g,S,m); 
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%Response of equilibrium profile with sloping beach face 
function [R_inf]=equilibrium_response(B,d50,Hb, g,S,m) 
%Equilibrium Coastal Retreat (m) 
d=Hb/0.78; 
[xb]=equilibrium_sloping_profile(d50,g,d,m); 
 

%Equilibrium profile response for sloping beach 
function [xb]=equilibrium_sloping_profile(d50,g,d,m) 
%sediment fall velocity (m/s) 
w=fall_velocity(d50,g); 
A=2.25*((w^2/g)^(1/3)); 
x0=((4*A^3)/(9*m^2))/(3*m); 
xb=x0+(d/A)^(3/2); 
end 

 

  
R_inf=S*(xb-d/m)/(d+B-S/2); 

  
end 

 

 
V_inf=R_inf*B+S^2/(2*m)-(2*S^(5/2))/(5*A^(3/2)); 

  
Rmax=(R_inf/2)*(1-cos(2*Tm)); 
Vmax=Rmax*V_inf/R_inf; 
end 
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12 ANNEX IV  

Convolution method, storm-by-storm case, detailed results of beach retreat and eroded volume 

for each studied beach. 

12.1 SANT PERE PESCADOR 
 

 
Sant Pere Pescador present wave data (SIMAR)   

 

Rmax (m) 

Tr (y) = 75 Tr (y) = 100 Tr (y) = 150 Tr (y) = 200 

Min S = 0,22m 15,82550063 16,26905143 16,88624615 17,3181624 

Max S = 0,38m 27,54621336 28,31145173 29,37611133 30,12106127 

Mean S = 0,30m 21,66329834 22,26779847 23,10888866 23,69744649 

High - End S = 0,50m 36,45633168 37,46224007 38,86158679 39,84061961 

 

Sant Pere Pescador future wave data (RCP8.5) 
  

 

Rmax (m) 

Tr (y) = 75 Tr (y) = 100 Tr (y) = 150 Tr (y) = 200 

Min S = 0,22m 19,55378017 20,03494501 20,69469664 21,1486812 

Max S = 0,38m 33,97564981 34,80497104 35,94191665 36,72413221 

Mean S = 0,30m 26,74332831 27,39876857 28,29740643 28,91571929 

High - End S = 0,50m 44,90517084 45,99453892 47,48781501 48,51505546 

 

 
Sant Pere Pescador present wave data (SIMAR)   

   Rmax (m) 

    Tr (y) = 75 Tr (y) = 100 Tr (y) = 150 Tr (y) = 200 

Min S = 0,45m 32,79039947 33,70834052 34,98921752 35,88856824 

Max S = 0,82m 60,84246737 62,50976329 64,83565087 66,46834641 

Mean S = 0,63m 46,3105746 47,59381343 49,38417808 50,64110539 

High - End S = 1,00m 74,86316616 76,89259434 79,72332728 81,71019917 

 

Sant Pere Pescador future wave data (RCP8.5) 
  

 

Rmax (m) 

Tr (y) = 75 Tr (y) = 100 Tr (y) = 150 Tr (y) = 200 

Min S = 0,45m 40,60321756 41,63684497 43,0700214 44,0691403 

Max S = 0,82m 75,0229402 76,8975561 79,49633112 81,30770604 

Mean S = 0,63m 57,22853781 58,67240989 60,67422666 62,0696392 

High - End S = 1,00m 92,11819753 94,39850835 97,5594493 99,76248879 

Period 2046-2065

Period 2081-2100
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Sant Pere Pescador present wave data (SIMAR)   

   Vmax (m3) 

    Tr (y) = 75 Tr (y) = 100 Tr (y) = 150 Tr (y) = 200 

Min S = 0,22m 195179,1003 200660,472 208287,7752 213625,4448 

Max S = 0,38m 337482,7145 346940,6199 360099,5878 369307,3238 

Mean S = 0,30m 266399,5179 273870,2853 284265,1451 291539,1491 

High - End S = 0,50m 443566,8813 456000,8977 473299,123 485402,3201 

 

Sant Pere Pescador future wave data (RCP8.5) 
  

 

Vmax (m3) 

Tr (y) = 75 Tr (y) = 100 Tr (y) = 150 Tr (y) = 200 

Min S = 0,22m 241254,2209 247200,9025 255354,9097 260965,9461 

Max S = 0,38m 416956,6141 427210,1776 441268,5492 450941,7895 

Mean S = 0,30m 329185,8741 337287,8118 348396,5557 356040,4893 

High - End S = 0,50m 548026,0751 561500,3716 579973,9036 592684,7023 

 

 

 
 

Sant Pere Pescador present wave data (SIMAR)   

 

  

Vmax (m3) 

 Tr (y) = 75 Tr (y) = 100 Tr (y) = 150 Tr (y) = 200 

Min S = 0,45m 400186,9756 411531,3857 427361,406 438476,4468 

Max S = 0,82m 722024,2134 742633,5025 771385,0819 791568,9392 

Mean S = 0,63m 558373,4523 574233,7224 596362,5445 611898,6687 

High - End S = 1,00m 872867,882 897956,4907 932953,781 957520,2522 

 

Sant Pere Pescador future wave data (RCP8.5) 
  

 

  

Vmax (m3) 

 Tr (y) = 75 Tr (y) = 100 Tr (y) = 150 Tr (y) = 200 

Min S = 0,45m 496748,4166 509524,9625 527241,2205 539592,6116 

Max S = 0,82m 897345,9321 920532,2843 952681,0187 975093,5016 

Mean S = 0,63m 693332,506 711184,8437 735938,3158 753195,3722 

High - End S = 1,00m 1086248,492 1114463,84 1153585,369 1180859,201 

  

Period 2046-2065

Period 2081-2100
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12.2 LA PLETERA 
 

 
 

La Pletera present wave data (SIMAR)    

 

Rmax (m) 

Tr (y) = 75 Tr (y) = 100 Tr (y) = 150 Tr (y) = 200 

Min S = 0,22m 11,00001026 11,28290092 11,67746356 11,95444606 

Max S = 0,38m 19,14199157 19,63008449 20,31077899 20,7885782 

Mean S = 0,30m 15,0558477 15,44140269 15,97912693 16,35658971 

High - End S = 0,50m 25,32877919 25,97041736 26,86517547 27,49318736 

 

La Pletera future wave data (RCP8.5)    

 

Rmax (m) 

Tr (y) = 75 Tr (y) = 100 Tr (y) = 150 Tr (y) = 200 

Min S = 0,22m 13,36138815 13,70744817 14,18824003 14,52425345 

Max S = 0,38m 23,21507017 23,81179474 24,64078043 25,22009717 

Mean S = 0,30m 18,27372243 18,7452279 19,40028004 19,85806332 

High - End S = 0,50m 30,68205677 31,46616292 32,55540624 33,31655991 

 

 

 
 

La Pletera present wave data (SIMAR)    

 

Rmax (m) 

Tr (y) = 75 Tr (y) = 100 Tr (y) = 150 Tr (y) = 200 

Min S = 0,45m 22,75387145 23,33371532 24,14293773 24,71142572 

Max S = 0,82m 42,19410275 43,24733794 44,71690238 45,74909102 

Mean S = 0,63m 32,12637093 32,93697544 34,06812126 34,86268721 

High - End S = 1,00m 51,90167953 53,18372285 54,97237474 56,2285813 

 

La Pletera future wave data (RCP8.5)    

 

Rmax (m) 

Tr (y) = 75 Tr (y) = 100 Tr (y) = 150 Tr (y) = 200 

Min S = 0,45m 27,60709961 28,32225755 29,31856308 30,01710045 

Max S = 0,82m 51,00470723 52,30231214 54,10984099 55,37702915 

Mean S = 0,63m 38,90914203 39,90835549 41,30030648 42,27619329 

High - End S = 1,00m 62,62383823 64,202625 66,40174011 67,94339957 

 

 

 

Period 2046-2065

Period 2081-2100
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La Pletera present wave data (SIMAR)    

 

Vmax (m3) 

Tr (y) = 75 Tr (y) = 100 Tr (y) = 150 Tr (y) = 200 

Min S = 0,22m 19261,59675 19758,32157 20451,13167 20937,48479 

Max S = 0,38m 33288,93742 34146,00407 35341,27912 36180,28506 

Mean S = 0,30m 26283,07708 26960,07942 27904,28283 28567,08282 

High - End S = 0,50m 43742,24255 44868,96611 46440,19317 47543,02191 

 

La Pletera future wave data (RCP8.5)    

 

Vmax (m3) 

Tr (y) = 75 Tr (y) = 100 Tr (y) = 150 Tr (y) = 200 

Min S = 0,22m 23407,95371 24015,61246 24859,85776 25449,88474 

Max S = 0,38m 40441,2879 41489,20049 42945,0267 43962,4264 

Mean S = 0,30m 31933,50497 32761,47393 33911,77104 34715,67083 

High - End S = 0,50m 53143,1771 54520,29028 56433,39765 57770,3297 

 

 

 
 

La Pletera present wave data (SIMAR)    

 

  

Vmax (m3) 

 Tr (y) = 75 Tr (y) = 100 Tr (y) = 150 Tr (y) = 200 

Min S = 0,45m 39416,37604 40434,52969 41855,45748 42853,6803 

Max S = 0,82m 71090,47964 72939,96203 75520,55309 77333,12848 

Mean S = 0,63m 54982,56175 56405,94252 58392,19387 59787,43592 

High - End S = 1,00m 85948,04034 88199,38318 91340,41899 93546,47889 

 

La Pletera future wave data (RCP8.5)    

 

  

Vmax (m3) 

 Tr (y) = 75 Tr (y) = 100 Tr (y) = 150 Tr (y) = 200 

Min S = 0,45m 47938,35136 49194,16354 50943,69276 52170,35531 

Max S = 0,82m 86562,71504 88841,64189 92016,25963 94241,96798 

Mean S = 0,63m 66893,14872 68647,87486 71092,35395 72806,21173 

High - End S = 1,00m 104778,1648 107551,1791 111413,9826 114122,1336 

 

  

Period 2046-2065

Period 2081-2100
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12.3 LLORET DE MAR 
 

 
 

Lloret de Mar present wave data (SIMAR)   

 

Rmax (m) 

Tr (y) = 75 Tr (y) = 100 Tr (y) = 150 Tr (y) = 200 

Min S = 0,22m 1,20301859 1,261865198 1,345006939 1,404073496 

Max S = 0,38m 2,09904299 2,201068563 2,345167498 2,447508088 

Mean S = 0,30m 1,648767468 1,729163901 1,842733371 1,923404202 

High - End S = 0,50m 2,783095721 2,917711804 3,107792766 3,242758578 

      

Lloret de Mar future wave data (RCP8.5)   

 

Rmax (m) 

Tr (y) = 75 Tr (y) = 100 Tr (y) = 150 Tr (y) = 200 

Min S = 0,22m 2,097989349 2,178086804 2,290448868 2,369764206 

Max S = 0,38m 3,648322242 3,786798298 3,981021427 4,118100279 

Mean S = 0,30m 2,870541843 2,979816218 3,133094943 3,241284486 

High - End S = 0,50m 4,82491184 5,007233644 5,26292101 5,443359118 

 

 

 
 

Lloret de Mar present wave data (SIMAR)   

 

Rmax (m) 

Tr (y) = 75 Tr (y) = 100 Tr (y) = 150 Tr (y) = 200 

Min S = 0,45m 2,496802096 2,617817626 2,788712394 2,910067079 

Max S = 0,82m 4,65964256 4,882004387 5,19577066 5,418418207 

Mean S = 0,63m 3,536101537 3,706219575 3,946363909 4,116833415 

High - End S = 1,00m 5,750070065 6,02230352 6,40629355 6,678674602 

      

Lloret de Mar future wave data (RCP8.5)   

 

Rmax (m) 

Tr (y) = 75 Tr (y) = 100 Tr (y) = 150 Tr (y) = 200 

Min S = 0,45m 4,333215704 4,497263628 4,727336456 4,889706644 

Max S = 0,82m 8,021989358 8,321452263 8,741277317 9,037457386 

Mean S = 0,63m 6,113179436 6,343055779 6,665389681 6,892832236 

High - End S = 1,00m 9,859396114 10,2248589 10,73711578 11,09844437 

  

Period 2046-2065

Period 2081-2100
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Lloret de Mar present wave data (SIMAR)   

 

Vmax (m3) 

Tr (y) = 75 Tr (y) = 100 Tr (y) = 150 Tr (y) = 200 

Min S = 0,22m 4181,769908 4378,837777 4657,266158 4855,0706 

Max S = 0,38m 7414,846394 7756,5137 8239,077958 8581,800202 

Mean S = 0,30m 5782,392584 6051,627365 6431,953335 6702,10703 

High - End S = 0,50m 9911,776179 10362,58388 10999,13458 11451,11346 

      

Lloret de Mar future wave data (RCP8.5)   

 

Vmax (m3) 

Tr (y) = 75 Tr (y) = 100 Tr (y) = 150 Tr (y) = 200 

Min S = 0,22m 7178,883564 7447,117078 7823,399573 8089,013885 

Max S = 0,38m 12603,13417 13066,8682 13717,29019 14176,34516 

Mean S = 0,30m 9873,919103 10239,86142 10753,16721 11115,47657 

High - End S = 0,50m 16749,49081 17360,05718 18216,31295 18820,57105 

 

 

 
 

Lloret de Mar present wave data (SIMAR)   

 

  

Vmax (m3) 

 Tr (y) = 75 Tr (y) = 100 Tr (y) = 150 Tr (y) = 200 

Min S = 0,45m 8865,1745 9270,436143 9842,735373 10249,13279 

Max S = 0,82m 16749,68906 17494,34323 18545,09626 19290,70726 

Mean S = 0,63m 12666,20678 13235,90486 14040,10981 14610,98489 

High - End S = 1,00m 20643,62175 21555,28802 22841,20917 23753,36972 

      

Lloret de Mar future wave data (RCP8.5)   

 

  

Vmax (m3) 

 Tr (y) = 75 Tr (y) = 100 Tr (y) = 150 Tr (y) = 200 

Min S = 0,45m 15015,02967 15564,39988 16334,8769 16878,62863 

Max S = 0,82m 28009,65009 29012,50336 30418,43015 31410,28969 

Mean S = 0,63m 21296,42803 22066,24706 23145,69162 23907,36026 

High - End S = 1,00m 34405,09669 35628,97297 37344,43912 38554,47062 

 

  

Period 2046-2065

Period 2081-2100
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12.4 LES TRES MICOS (MARESME ZONE) 
 

 
 

Les Tres Micos present wave data (SIMAR)   

 

Rmax (m) 

Tr (y) = 75 Tr (y) = 100 Tr (y) = 150 Tr (y) = 200 

Min S = 0,22m 2,864501977 2,967281514 3,111091341 3,21235307 

Max S = 0,38m 4,991497107 5,169110418 5,417576143 5,5924969 

Mean S = 0,30m 3,923321419 4,063511228 4,259645131 4,397737053 

High - End S = 0,50m 6,611576689 6,845341435 7,172307707 7,402461202 

 

Les Tres Micos future wave data (RCP8.5)   

 

Rmax (m) 

Tr (y) = 75 Tr (y) = 100 Tr (y) = 150 Tr (y) = 200 

Min S = 0,22m 3,173364247 3,278512943 3,425630768 3,529220963 

Max S = 0,38m 5,52515017 5,706768807 5,960837091 6,13970802 

Mean S = 0,30m 4,344568702 4,487954774 4,688555484 4,829794139 

High - End S = 0,50m 7,313852102 7,552802436 7,887032416 8,122313981 

 

 

 
 

Les Tres Micos present wave data (SIMAR)   

 

Rmax (m) 

Tr (y) = 75 Tr (y) = 100 Tr (y) = 150 Tr (y) = 200 

Min S = 0,45m 5,933930986 6,144299351 6,438560601 6,645705261 

Max S = 0,82m 11,03939966 11,42289915 11,95908649 12,33637823 

Mean S = 0,63m 8,391244899 8,685850285 9,097847387 9,387812568 

High - End S = 1,00m 13,60126081 14,06889871 14,72258339 15,18246499 

 

Les Tres Micos future wave data (RCP8.5)   

 

Rmax (m) 

Tr (y) = 75 Tr (y) = 100 Tr (y) = 150 Tr (y) = 200 

Min S = 0,45m 6,56595341 6,781021749 7,081863005 7,293650859 

Max S = 0,82m 12,19113317 12,58277918 13,13042456 13,51583606 

Mean S = 0,63m 9,276179819 9,577207088 9,99821453 10,29455069 

High - End S = 1,00m 15,00543356 15,48276806 16,15012417 16,6197155 

  

Period 2046-2065

Period 2081-2100
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Les Tres Micos present wave data (SIMAR)   

 

Vmax (m3) 

Tr (y) = 75 Tr (y) = 100 Tr (y) = 150 Tr (y) = 200 

Min S = 0,22m 3177,832003 3290,889484 3449,080277 3560,468163 

Max S = 0,38m 5533,648246 5729,022873 6002,335142 6194,747952 

Mean S = 0,30m 4353,262482 4507,471257 4723,218527 4875,119621 

High - End S = 0,50m 7307,574401 7564,715608 7924,378486 8177,54731 

 

Les Tres Micos future wave data (RCP8.5)   

 

Vmax (m3) 

Tr (y) = 75 Tr (y) = 100 Tr (y) = 150 Tr (y) = 200 

Min S = 0,22m 3517,580465 3633,244013 3795,073593 3909,022785 

Max S = 0,38m 6120,666558 6320,447032 6599,922101 6796,680085 

Mean S = 0,30m 4816,634443 4974,359098 5195,019841 5350,382328 

High - End S = 0,50m 8080,077308 8342,922654 8710,575596 8969,385288 

 

 

 
 

Les Tres Micos present wave data (SIMAR)   

 

  

Vmax (m3) 

 Tr (y) = 75 Tr (y) = 100 Tr (y) = 150 Tr (y) = 200 

Min S = 0,45m 6568,384857 6799,790052 7123,477417 7351,336535 

Max S = 0,82m 12003,89021 12425,73967 13015,54578 13430,56671 

Mean S = 0,63m 9225,605814 9549,671739 10002,86855 10321,83025 

High - End S = 1,00m 14588,92895 15103,33069 15822,38392 16328,25376 

 

Les Tres Micos future wave data (RCP8.5)   

 

  

Vmax (m3) 

 Tr (y) = 75 Tr (y) = 100 Tr (y) = 150 Tr (y) = 200 

Min S = 0,45m 7263,609502 7500,184665 7831,110031 8064,076657 

Max S = 0,82m 13270,79713 13701,60778 14304,01775 14727,97045 

Mean S = 0,63m 10199,03423 10530,16423 10993,27241 11319,24219 

High - End S = 1,00m 16133,51915 16658,58719 17392,67906 17909,22963 

 

  

Period 2046-2065

Period 2081-2100
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12.5 BOGATELL (BARCELONA ZONE) 
 

 
 

Bogatell present wave data (SIMAR)    

 

Rmax (m) 

Tr (y) = 75 Tr (y) = 100 Tr (y) = 150 Tr (y) = 200 

Min S = 0,22m 6,239709571 6,468474458 6,788155071 7,012980269 

Max S = 0,38m 10,85435891 11,24964143 11,80192112 12,19026813 

Mean S = 0,30m 8,538855504 8,850867531 9,286841336 9,593429257 

High - End S = 0,50m 14,35866819 14,8788878 15,60563331 16,11660068 

 

Bogatell future wave data (RCP8.5)    

 

Rmax (m) 

Tr (y) = 75 Tr (y) = 100 Tr (y) = 150 Tr (y) = 200 

Min S = 0,22m 6,085544957 6,295131309 6,588549485 6,795265219 

Max S = 0,38m 10,58794273 10,95012765 11,45709538 11,81420342 

Mean S = 0,30m 8,328576653 8,614447333 9,014628334 9,29653754 

High - End S = 0,50m 14,00801125 14,48471206 15,15188889 15,62179444 

 

 

 
 

Bogatell present wave data (SIMAR)    

 

Rmax (m) 

Tr (y) = 75 Tr (y) = 100 Tr (y) = 150 Tr (y) = 200 

Min S = 0,45m 12,89441659 13,36268224 14,01692212 14,47696649 

Max S = 0,82m 23,8907824 24,74440595 25,9365891 26,77461108 

Mean S = 0,63m 18,19829554 18,85403601 19,77003289 20,41402815 

High - End S = 1,00m 29,37490643 30,41591419 31,8695366 32,89116692 

 

Bogatell future wave data (RCP8.5)    

 

Rmax (m) 

Tr (y) = 75 Tr (y) = 100 Tr (y) = 150 Tr (y) = 200 

Min S = 0,45m 12,57880339 13,00786861 13,60843631 14,03147192 

Max S = 0,82m 23,31526523 24,09762649 25,1922894 25,96309669 

Mean S = 0,63m 17,75625893 18,35717942 19,19813739 19,79040183 

High - End S = 1,00m 28,67295562 29,62717167 30,9620504 31,90185393 

 

  

Period 2046-2065

Period 2081-2100
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Bogatell present wave data (SIMAR)    

 

Vmax (m3) 

Tr (y) = 75 Tr (y) = 100 Tr (y) = 150 Tr (y) = 200 

Min S = 0,22m 9813,677713 10171,12215 10670,62193 11021,9103 

Max S = 0,38m 17069,59757 17687,22531 18550,16031 19156,9508 

Mean S = 0,30m 13434,0423 13921,5601 14602,76747 15081,80967 

High - End S = 0,50m 22538,30169 23351,14371 24486,68166 25285,06659 

      

Bogatell future wave data (RCP8.5)    

 

Vmax (m3) 

Tr (y) = 75 Tr (y) = 100 Tr (y) = 150 Tr (y) = 200 

Min S = 0,22m 9572,795912 9900,274021 10358,73897 10681,73151 

Max S = 0,38m 16653,32298 17219,23595 18011,3714 18569,35135 

Mean S = 0,30m 13105,48219 13552,15431 14177,43576 14617,91775 

High - End S = 0,50m 21990,40086 22735,24497 23777,70725 24511,9334 

 

 

 
 

Bogatell present wave data (SIMAR)    

 

  

Vmax (m3) 

 Tr (y) = 75 Tr (y) = 100 Tr (y) = 150 Tr (y) = 200 

Min S = 0,45m 20259,06025 20990,72487 22012,97392 22731,7926 

Max S = 0,82m 37094,07414 38427,86189 40290,64968 41600,06039 

Mean S = 0,63m 28466,25595 29490,85031 30922,09522 31928,33764 

High - End S = 1,00m 45185,91179 46812,4893 49083,77921 50680,08074 

      

Bogatell future wave data (RCP8.5)    

 

  

Vmax (m3) 

 Tr (y) = 75 Tr (y) = 100 Tr (y) = 150 Tr (y) = 200 

Min S = 0,45m 19765,91489 20436,32894 21374,71535 22035,70797 

Max S = 0,82m 36194,828 37417,26824 39127,68035 40332,06783 

Mean S = 0,63m 27775,57382 28714,51199 30028,50865 30953,92168 

High - End S = 1,00m 44089,11195 45580,07688 47665,82885 49134,27516 

  

Period 2046-2065

Period 2081-2100
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12.6 CALAFELL (SOUTH BARCELONA) 
 

 
 

Calafell present wave data (SIMAR)    

 

Rmax (m) 

Tr (y) = 75 Tr (y) = 100 Tr (y) = 150 Tr (y) = 200 

Min S = 0,22m 13,70356201 14,12077194 14,70620977 15,1193898 

Max S = 0,38m 23,94650622 24,66660776 25,67683994 26,3896761 

Mean S = 0,30m 18,7952712 19,36400414 20,16197062 20,72508633 

High - End S = 0,50m 31,78727331 32,73405945 34,06209081 34,99903188 

      

Calafell future wave data (RCP8.5)    

 

Rmax (m) 

Tr (y) = 75 Tr (y) = 100 Tr (y) = 150 Tr (y) = 200 

Min S = 0,22m 19,76872574 20,2775729 20,97875242 21,46391332 

Max S = 0,38m 34,40453236 35,28112596 36,48886237 37,32438431 

Mean S = 0,30m 27,05902816 27,75200953 28,70684616 29,36746341 

High - End S = 0,50m 45,52767134 46,67864505 48,26423237 49,36102451 

 

 

 
 

Calafell present wave data (SIMAR)    

 

Rmax (m) 

Tr (y) = 75 Tr (y) = 100 Tr (y) = 150 Tr (y) = 200 

Min S = 0,45m 28,51849705 29,37411313 30,57539559 31,42384581 

Max S = 0,82m 53,418627 54,97281662 57,1539162 58,6937822 

Mean S = 0,63m 40,46077494 41,6570643 43,3362695 44,52202903 

High - End S = 1,00m 66,04211054 67,93322676 70,58665675 72,45967825 

      

Calafell future wave data (RCP8.5)    

 

Rmax (m) 

Tr (y) = 75 Tr (y) = 100 Tr (y) = 150 Tr (y) = 200 

Min S = 0,45m 41,06586915 42,14203359 43,63736964 44,68223353 

Max S = 0,82m 76,16930645 78,11793557 80,82512191 82,71646739 

Mean S = 0,63m 57,9878244 59,49002334 61,57715627 63,03541712 

High - End S = 1,00m 93,70458961 96,07268891 99,36244026 101,6606556 

 

 

 

Period 2046-2065

Period 2081-2100
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Calafell present wave data (SIMAR)    

 

Vmax (m3) 

Tr (y) = 75 Tr (y) = 100 Tr (y) = 150 Tr (y) = 200 

Min S = 0,22m 19305,26773 19894,10228 20720,36887 21303,51796 

Max S = 0,38m 33376,74105 34393,11977 35819,01708 36825,16722 

Mean S = 0,30m 26356,35748 27159,06443 28285,31744 29080,10682 

High - End S = 0,50m 43800,11506 45136,5221 47011,10759 48333,68407 

      

Calafell future wave data (RCP8.5)    

 

Vmax (m3) 

Tr (y) = 75 Tr (y) = 100 Tr (y) = 150 Tr (y) = 200 

Min S = 0,22m 27865,56651 28583,77452 29573,46137 30258,25703 

Max S = 0,38m 48139,41666 49377,1521 51082,6103 52262,58475 

Mean S = 0,30m 38020,52194 38998,78623 40346,76767 41279,43819 

High - End S = 0,50m 63199,55806 64825,38891 67065,53338 68615,41492 

 

 

 
 

Calafell present wave data (SIMAR)    

 

  

Vmax (m3) 

 Tr (y) = 75 Tr (y) = 100 Tr (y) = 150 Tr (y) = 200 

Min S = 0,45m 39497,01325 40704,62956 42400,13079 43597,65071 

Max S = 0,82m 70556,68475 72750,46364 75829,2163 78002,88973 

Mean S = 0,63m 54907,01559 56595,52279 58965,67707 60639,37306 

High - End S = 1,00m 84618,21316 87287,72566 91033,45729 93677,62753 

      

Calafell future wave data (RCP8.5)    

 

  

Vmax (m3) 

 Tr (y) = 75 Tr (y) = 100 Tr (y) = 150 Tr (y) = 200 

Min S = 0,45m 57207,60754 58726,83469 60837,91497 62313,11518 

Max S = 0,82m 102677,8121 105430,4674 109255,3527 111928,1187 

Mean S = 0,63m 79649,2495 81770,49469 84718,03181 86777,70025 

High - End S = 1,00m 123680,8919 127027,4746 131677,7449 134927,3985 
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12.7 ALTAFULLA (CAMBRILS ZONE) 
 

 
 

Altafulla present wave data (SIMAR)    

 

Rmax (m) 

Tr (y) = 75 Tr (y) = 100 Tr (y) = 150 Tr (y) = 200 

Min S = 0,22m 12,03861572 12,42866856 12,97272371 13,35455167 

Max S = 0,38m 20,98246012 21,65556626 22,59426667 23,25296085 

Mean S = 0,30m 16,49036144 17,02201897 17,76352217 18,28388162 

High - End S = 0,50m 27,79747839 28,68241819 29,916382 30,78216773 

      

Altafulla future wave data (RCP8.5)    

 

Rmax (m) 

Tr (y) = 75 Tr (y) = 100 Tr (y) = 150 Tr (y) = 200 

Min S = 0,22m 13,05580297 13,4526802 14,00678553 14,39591321 

Max S = 0,38m 22,7375942 23,4222304 24,37795951 25,04904746 

Mean S = 0,30m 17,87674628 18,41760721 19,17268339 19,70291133 

High - End S = 0,50m 30,10477778 31,00464318 32,26069852 33,1425878 

 

 

 
 

Altafulla present wave data (SIMAR)    

 

Rmax (m) 

Tr (y) = 75 Tr (y) = 100 Tr (y) = 150 Tr (y) = 200 

Min S = 0,45m 24,95795283 25,75736369 26,87307745 27,65673293 

Max S = 0,82m 46,45662414 47,90889529 49,93508215 51,35780406 

Mean S = 0,63m 35,30256852 36,42024412 37,97987669 39,0751635 

High - End S = 1,00m 57,25319019 59,02087022 61,4867432 63,21797582 

      

Altafulla future wave data (RCP8.5)    

 

Rmax (m) 

Tr (y) = 75 Tr (y) = 100 Tr (y) = 150 Tr (y) = 200 

Min S = 0,45m 27,04353787 27,85823144 28,99697802 29,79781432 

Max S = 0,82m 50,24458053 51,72357133 53,79030273 55,24342204 

Mean S = 0,63m 38,21813417 39,35677026 40,94809766 42,06708539 

High - End S = 1,00m 61,86336946 63,66303152 66,17759217 67,94541504 
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Altafulla present wave data (SIMAR)    

 

Vmax (m3) 

Tr (y) = 75 Tr (y) = 100 Tr (y) = 150 Tr (y) = 200 

Min S = 0,22m 21519,75033 22218,23513 23192,50029 23876,2589 

Max S = 0,38m 37216,11528 38421,51811 40102,56411 41282,18098 

Mean S = 0,30m 29377,66288 30329,73985 31657,60888 32589,46337 

High - End S = 0,50m 48898,51494 50483,3297 52693,23952 54243,80848 

      

Altafulla future wave data (RCP8.5)    

 

Vmax (m3) 

Tr (y) = 75 Tr (y) = 100 Tr (y) = 150 Tr (y) = 200 

Min S = 0,22m 23341,27442 24051,98282 25044,25007 25741,08465 

Max S = 0,38m 40359,24006 41585,31777 43296,90384 44498,75329 

Mean S = 0,30m 31860,36908 32828,93863 34181,13285 35130,67559 

High - End S = 0,50m 53030,64247 54642,25292 56891,83637 58471,33751 

 

 

 
 

Altafulla present wave data (SIMAR)    

 

  

Vmax (m3) 

 Tr (y) = 75 Tr (y) = 100 Tr (y) = 150 Tr (y) = 200 

Min S = 0,45m 44064,68542 45496,24827 47494,24762 48897,61135 

Max S = 0,82m 79295,34957 81896,18497 85524,89351 88072,90422 

Mean S = 0,63m 61426,59397 63428,14569 66221,18968 68182,69047 

High - End S = 1,00m 95647,77296 98813,58113 103229,9204 106330,62 

      

Altafulla future wave data (RCP8.5)    

 

  

Vmax (m3) 

 Tr (y) = 75 Tr (y) = 100 Tr (y) = 150 Tr (y) = 200 

Min S = 0,45m 47799,5061 49258,45444 51297,72996 52731,88558 

Max S = 0,82m 86079,18297 88727,97937 92429,48212 95032,08551 

Mean S = 0,63m 66647,87271 68687,01109 71536,89924 73540,91513 

High - End S = 1,00m 103904,4648 107127,7442 111631,6051 114798,1089 
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12.8 RIUMAR (DELTEBRE ZONE) 
 

 
 

Riumar present wave data (SIMAR)    

 

Rmax (m) 

Tr (y) = 75 Tr (y) = 100 Tr (y) = 150 Tr (y) = 200 

Min S = 0,22m 19,08864214 19,65254793 20,43470812 20,9786752 

Max S = 0,38m 33,32905082 34,29775153 35,64122202 36,57542761 

Mean S = 0,30m 26,17042551 26,93733213 28,000997 28,74068598 

High - End S = 0,50m 44,2138257 45,48279358 47,242578 48,46616238 

      

Riumar future wave data (RCP8.5)    

 

Rmax (m) 

Tr (y) = 75 Tr (y) = 100 Tr (y) = 150 Tr (y) = 200 

Min S = 0,22m 17,95372905 18,43229927 19,0979044 19,56286621 

Max S = 0,38m 31,37922238 32,20146021 33,34496258 34,1436983 

Mean S = 0,30m 24,62685613 25,27776345 26,18302238 26,81536826 

High - End S = 0,50m 41,65946028 42,73665049 44,23467008 45,28099281 

 

 

 
 

Riumar present wave data (SIMAR)    

 

Rmax (m) 

Tr (y) = 75 Tr (y) = 100 Tr (y) = 150 Tr (y) = 200 

Min S = 0,45m 39,79422764 40,97501015 42,62782924 43,7903596 

Max S = 0,82m 74,38941751 76,51097152 79,48114462 81,57054221 

Mean S = 0,63m 56,4037218 58,04611303 60,34519956 61,96236003 

High - End S = 1,00m 91,8748101 94,44160601 98,0357181 100,5643957 

      

Riumar future wave data (RCP8.5)    

 

Rmax (m) 

Tr (y) = 75 Tr (y) = 100 Tr (y) = 150 Tr (y) = 200 

Min S = 0,45m 37,43804185 38,42878072 39,81356043 40,7866804 

Max S = 0,82m 70,15696552 71,93647857 74,42415085 76,17257183 

Mean S = 0,63m 53,12666599 54,50457593 56,4306118 57,78415342 

High - End S = 1,00m 86,75533222 88,90758195 91,91682966 94,03216243 
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Riumar present wave data (SIMAR)    

 

Vmax (m3) 

Tr (y) = 75 Tr (y) = 100 Tr (y) = 150 Tr (y) = 200 

Min S = 0,22m 16541,5286 17031,36355 17710,80223 18183,3449 

Max S = 0,38m 28374,67818 29216,78959 30384,96343 31197,50043 

Mean S = 0,30m 22506,71787 23173,10981 24097,46968 24740,37239 

High - End S = 0,50m 36919,49842 38023,57769 39555,38863 40621,04923 

      

Riumar future wave data (RCP8.5)    

 

Vmax (m3) 

Tr (y) = 75 Tr (y) = 100 Tr (y) = 150 Tr (y) = 200 

Min S = 0,22m 15555,71473 15971,40927 16549,57416 16953,46117 

Max S = 0,38m 26680,02488 27394,60314 28388,50948 29082,85819 

Mean S = 0,30m 21165,60191 21731,11608 22517,66329 23067,12734 

High - End S = 0,50m 34698,00843 35634,68656 36937,6314 37847,9735 

 

 

 
 

Riumar present wave data (SIMAR)    

 

  

Vmax (m3) 

 Tr (y) = 75 Tr (y) = 100 Tr (y) = 150 Tr (y) = 200 

Min S = 0,45m 33517,7242 34543,81637 35980,29028 36990,80935 

Max S = 0,82m 57716,45515 59562,52547 62148,24108 63968,22742 

Mean S = 0,63m 45882,22411 47310,25988 49309,83266 50716,78593 

High - End S = 1,00m 67495,91755 69731,35279 72863,65697 75069,27757 

      

Riumar future wave data (RCP8.5)    

 

  

Vmax (m3) 

 Tr (y) = 75 Tr (y) = 100 Tr (y) = 150 Tr (y) = 200 

Min S = 0,45m 31470,46889 32331,27117 33534,5235 34380,15234 

Max S = 0,82m 54035,26315 55582,76323 57746,6733 59268,02271 

Mean S = 0,63m 43033,62682 44231,27444 45905,6023 47082,46977 

High - End S = 1,00m 63040,32708 64913,05063 67532,50357 69374,68746 
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